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Abstract 

The new IEEE 1394.1 FireWire draft standard [1] contains a new protocol for constructing and 

maintaining spanning trees in the network topology, called net update. However as a “Plug and 

Play” network, it is possible that after some topology changes the network contains a loop. 

Unfortunately the early version of net update cannot always deal with this situation. Attempting to 

solve the loop error for the net update algorithm in the net topology, a separate global reset 

protocol called net panic has been added to the net update functionality, with the property of 

resetting all the information in each bridge portal in the net to the initial values. Two possible 

versions of net panic have been designed for IEEE 1394.1 in an internship report [4]: a sequential 

and a concurrent version. In this report the focus is on the concurrent net panic protocol: Firstly 

the functionality of the concurrent version is discussed; the high level specification and an I/O 

automaton and LOTOS description of the concurrent net panic protocol behavior are presented. 

Secondly, in order to analyze this small industrial case from an academic point of view by using 

formal methods and tools (toolset CADP), experiments with simulation, state space generation and 

model checking are also presented in this report. During the experiments, several efficient and 

effective approaches are introduced: Compositional and distributed computation generation play 

an important role in finishing our state space generation successfully. Finally the full state space is 

visualized by some specific visualization tool, which provides us with a deeper understanding of 

the protocol from the graphical point of view.   

 

 

 

 

Key words 

IEEE 1394.1 Standard, Concurrent Net Panic Protocol, CADP Tool Set, Verification, Model 

Checking, Compositional/Distributed Generation, Visualization, Formal method, System analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper reports about a graduation project carried out in the OAS group of the Technical 

University Eindhoven, department of Mathematics and Computer Science, under the supervision 

of Dr. J.M.T. Romijn. In this paper one of two kinds of global reset protocols is discussed for a 

distributed network with a dynamic topology. To be specific: a concurrent net panic protocol to be 

used in an IEEE 1394.1 network. The name “concurrent” characterizes the direction of the 

communication waves, which follows the basic functionality of the IEEE 1394.1 net panic 

protocol. The objective of this protocol is to correctly, efficiently and effectively reset the IEEE 

1394.1 network topology whenever the net update protocol detects an erroneous state. 

This report is organized as follows: In Chapters 2 to 5, the concurrent protocol is described as an 

I/O automaton-like two different ways: a high-level version based on shared variables and a more 

IEEE-oriented message passing version. The LOTOS specification for this protocol is also given 

in order for the further model checking and verification steps. The functionality and the sequential 

version of the net panic protocol are also introduced briefly. This work builds on [4] by taking the 

concurrent protocol as a starting point. Also some of the text below is used from the internship 

paper of Stefan Vorstenbosch [4]. 

In Chapter 6, we report the results of simulation and verification of our LOTOS model and show a 

visualization of the generated state space for one model.  

The conclusions and some indications for future work are given in Chapter 7. In the Appendices 

we list some files used in the verification experiments.  
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2 IEEE FireWire & Net Panic 

In 1995, the IEEE (The Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers) has published the IEEE 

1394 standard for serial buses, which is also known as Fire Wire or i.LINK. This standard 

describes how to connect devices together into an IEEE 1394 bus with high-speed communication 

and “Plug and Play” features. From 1996 to 2004, the IEEE working group has worked on the 

IEEE 1394.1 standard for serial bus bridges, which connects the 1394 buses into a network. In 

2002 it appeared that the Net update algorithm in the IEEE 1394.1 standard, which handles 

topology changes, does not terminate for some loop-containing topologies. Then a Net Panic 

protocol was introduced to remedy this kind of situation and force all the nodes in the network to 

return to their initial state.   

2.1 Description of IEEE 1394 FireWire Standard 

The IEEE 1394 standard [2, 3], also known as FireWire, defines a high speed serial interface that 

can be used to connect peripheral devices. It specifies how different devices can be interconnected 

by cables without users having to set address switches and configure those devices. An abstraction 

of illustrating the device topology in one 1394 serial bus is shown in Figure 1. One of the features 

in the IEEE 1394 standard is that it requires each device to be identified by a unique name, known 

as 64-bit hardware address. All the communication between devices is done over the bus by 

message sharing and the bus will automatically update when some new devices are plugged in or 

off. The changes in the topology of the bus are handled by a so-called bus reset. When bus reset 

happens, all the devices notice any change in topology.  

To achieve its high speed, 1394 ports and cables can be used to connect up to 63 external devices. 

The IEEE 1394 standard also supports “Plug-and-Play”, and also provides power to peripheral 

devices.  

 

Fig. 1. An example of the IEEE 1394 serial bus abstraction 

2.2 Functionality of IEEE 1394.1 Standard 

The IEEE 1394.1 draft standard [1] specifies how buses can be interconnected with bridges. More 

precisely, in order to connect two buses, a pair of special 1394 devices (called bridge portals) is 

combined in a bridge so that the bigger network topology is created without users having to worry 

about configuring any of these buses. The two portals which reside both in one bridge know each 

other as co-portal and each portal still resides in its own separate bus. The two portals that reside 

in one bridge will not separate even when the topology changes. The graphical denotation is 

shown below. Another important restriction of IEEE 1394.1 nets is the maximum number of 
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attached buses: 1023. 

                 

Fig. 2. An example of an IEEE 1394.1 net 

To ensure different buses that connected by the bridge can communicate with each other by 

passing the message, the bridge should know the topology of the network. The IEEE 1394.1 

standard provides a Net update algorithm to give the bridge such information. Net update 

algorithm executes when the local bus topology has changed or one of the bridge portal’s 

information was modified because of net update executing on an adjacent bus. It builds and 

maintains a spanning tree.  

2.3 IEEE 1394.1 Net Panic  

One problem can occur in net update algorithm: After some topology changes, it is possible that 

the network is in a panic state. More precisely, the net update protocol is executing without 

terminating. In this case a loop exists in the network for which the net update algorithm cannot 

quit and the network stays in error. Such a panic condition can be detected by observing the 

information of the distance of each portal to the root bus in the spanning tree. Once the erroneous 

state occurs, the states of all nodes in the network need to be reset to their initial state: That is what 

a global reset protocol does.    

There are many possible global reset protocols for distributed networks with dynamic topologies. 
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Most of these do this via a spanning tree. The two kinds we have considered so far are the 

Sequential version and Concurrent version. This paper focuses on the concurrent version of a reset 

protocol, which is referred to as the net panic protocol. 

In order to describe the message wave directions for our net panic protocol, we define the 

following graphical notation to exhibit our construction and deconstruction ways: The arrow starts 

from the parent of the initial node and ends at the child node. In such a way the spanning tree is 

easily shown to the reader. One spanning tree example is given below: 

 

Fig. 3. One spanning tree example in our model 

2.4 Concurrent version vs. Sequential version  

In order to spread the panic message to all the connected portals and force them to return to their 

initial state, two net panic protocols are suggested in [4]: a concurrent version and a sequential 

version. Both versions achieve the same goal: Reset the node when panic situation arises, but they 

use different mechanics to accomplish the objective. Both versions build a topology spanning tree 

while notifying the portals: In the first phase, the tree is constructed from the original portal 

outwards; this portal will be at the root of the tree. In the second phase then the tree is destroyed 

(deconstructed) again. Note that the version used in the IEEE 1394.1 standard is very similar to 

the concurrent version described in this report. 

In the net panic protocol, panic messages are sent in the first phase, and each portal that is part of 

the spanning tree is in the panic states. In the second phase, normal messages are sent, and each 

portal that is no longer part of the spanning tree is in the normal state. The sequential version 

behaves like this: first the root portal sends all its neighbors the panic message and so do all the 

neighbors. After the first phase the entire network is in panic state. Then the leaves send “normal” 

messages back to the root and this wave direction is exactly the order of the portals that enter the 

normal state. Since the “normal” wave means the deconstruction of the spanning tree, it is easy to 

see that construction and deconstruction waves go in opposite directions. On the other hand, the 

concurrent version works differently: firstly the root portal (the first portal) sends the panic 

message to its neighbors. Instead of waiting for all the panic messages being sent to all the 

connected portals in the net, a portal that has sent panic to all its neighbors successfully moves 

onto the last phase of the protocol. When two portals that reside in one bridge are in the last phase, 

they exchange a “normal” message within the bridge. Then both these portals enter the normal 

state. This will occur successively in the first bridge, then in the second bridge, then in third bridge 

etc. We can notice that the wave goes outwards from the root so in the end all the portals are in 

normal states.  
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A more specific illustration is shown in Figure 4 where under the same start condition in the same 

topology, the two different versions are depicted via the entire message-wave steps from the initial 

state to the final state.   

The difference between concurrent and sequential versions can be concluded from several aspects: 

1) From the direction of deconstruction of the tree: for the concurrent version this is outwards 

from the root and for the sequential version this is inwards from the leaves. 2) From the number of 

different messages for each portal: the number of necessary messages and the strategy to change 

back to normal state is totally different for two versions. For each portal, the sequential version 

needs three intermediate messages (Panic, Ready, Normal) to send before it can change to the 

normal state. The same procedure is done using only two messages (Panic, Normal) for the 

concurrent version. 3) From the ordering of each message-sending policy: the sequential version 

first spreads all the panic messages to the whole network and then the leaves send Ready to their 

parent and Normal to their children at the same time . This two-way message sending will be 

executed by the parent of each leaf recursively until all the portals are in the normal states. 

Compared with the sequential version, the concurrent panic version has a simpler strategy: the 

panic message is spread only to the sender’s neighbors, after which the portal stays in Ready mode. 

When the two portals in one bridge have both changed to Ready, the child sends a “normal” 

message to its parent. After this, both portals go to the normal state.  

The only relation between two protocols is that both versions can guarantee all the portals will 

reach the state “normal” finally within finite possible transitions. The different functionalities lead 

to the different behaviors, where the behavior of the concurrent version is closer to the IEEE 1394 

net panic protocol.  

The following picture denotes the control float for the two versions: 

 

 

Fig. 4. Overview of state transitions for two versions 

The next picture indicates all the communication waves flowed in each version. In this comparison 

picture, the workflows of two global net panic protocols are given. Firstly the sequential version is 

introduced: The step number indicates the order of the passing of each message and after 15 steps 

all the messages have been sent which leads to the final normal state for each portal. In order to 
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help the reader comprehend from a different point of view, the construction/deconstruction 

direction of spanning tree is also given in the example. Secondly the concurrent version is given 

with the same example as the above model. All the message passing orders are list and it is 

obvious to see that only after 8 steps the same model can change back to normal state. Because of 

the different functionality and design goal, the spanning tree direction is also different with the 

first net panic protocol. To conclude this picture, the basic idea of the specification and crucial 

message passing differences for two versions can be seen easily.  

 

Fig. 5. Concurrent vs. Sequential version 
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3 High-level version for Concurrent Net Panic Protocol  

The high level description for the protocol is based on shared variables to let each pair of portals 

communicate. Although it is a very high-level abstraction of the standard way of communication 

in IEEE 1394.1 protocol, the simplicity of this communication paradigm provides us an easy way 

to concentrate on the protocol behavior without having to worry about the detail of passing various 

messages over the bus and bridge. With this high level description, we can outline the behavior of 

each state and transitions between different states. Moreover this step is an important phase for us 

to design the message based description of the net panic protocol and start concentrating on lower 

level I/O automaton and LOTOS descriptions.  

3.1 Shared Variables 

The behavior of concurrent panic can be described as follows: It spreads the panic-wave through 

the network concurrently. It doesn’t wait for all of its children to reach the ready state; in contrast 

panic state will immediately switch to the ready state once all of its children are in panic mode. 

And finally when a node has its parent in the bridge and both of them are in the ready mode, they 

can switch back to the normal state at the same time. 

3.2 Preliminations 

1) In the following text we use 
,b i

var  to denote the state variable “var” of a portal. The portal is 

identified with the b and i parameters. More precisely, b (or b’) is the bus number and i (or j) is the 

temporary unique node number in the bus.  

 

     Fig. 6. Graphical notation 

2) The net wide unique 1394 id of a portal is ( , )EUI64 b i , EUI64 stands for Enumerated Unique 

Identifier, a 64-bit wide number which is world wide unique and visible to all devices on the bus. 

3) As the Figure 6 shows, in each bridge two portals are joined together forever and their “portal 

and co-portal” relationship can be used as another shorthand in our shared variable 

description:
, ',
.

b i b j
coportal var var= , where coportal(EUI64(b', j)) = EUI64(b,i) . 

3.3 Description of Concurrent Panic (Shared Variables): 

This design phase is a basic for the further message passing design step. Without worrying about 

the complexity of message passing function, our focus can concentrate on the behavior of the 

concurrent net panic protocol. The script is given in this section. This I/O automaton like language 

describes the crucial part of the protocol and the “poll” mechanism is assumed to implement in 

this version. 
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Initial Values  

,

,

 , :

            _ :

           _ :
,

           _ _ :
,

∀ =

=

=

=

b i

b

b i mode normal

is parent falsei
my parent NIL

b i
topology change processed true

b i

 b,ib,ib,ib,istart - panicstart - panicstart - panicstart - panic  

/* Start a panic on the local bus*/  

 precondition:  

    
,

, ,

,

  

( ( . . ))

( _ _ )

b i

b i b i

b i

mode normal

panic coportal mode panic coportal parent COP

topology change processed true

=

∧ ∨ = ∧ ≠

∧ =

 

 effect:  

    

, ,

,

, ,,
.

 . ;

                                               _ : ;

[] . ;

 _ : ;

     

b i b i

b i

b i b ib i

if coportal bound 1022 mode panic

is parent true

coportal mode panic coportal bound 1022 mode ready

fi

if panic my parent NIL

∧

< → =

=

= = → =

→ =

,

,

              : ;

[] . _ : ;

                                               : . + ;

: ;   /* Assume this protocol execution removes

b i

b i

bound 0

coportal mode panic my parent coportal

bound coportal bound 1

fi

panic false

=

= → =

=

=  the need to panic * /

  

propagate - panicpropagate - panicpropagate - panicpropagate - panicb,ib,ib,ib,i  

/* A panic wave spreading down into the network over the bus */  

  precondition:  

,

,

,

( : _ . : )

_ _

=

∃ ≠ ∧ =

=

b i

b j

b i

mode normal

j j i is parent mode panic

topology change processed true

   

effect:  

    
,

,

, ,

;

_ : ( , );

;

b i

b i

b i b i

mode panic

my parent EUI64 b j

bound bound

=

=

=

 b,ib,ib,ib,ipropagate - readypropagate - readypropagate - readypropagate - ready  

/* A ready wave spreading down into the network */  

  precondition:  

    

,

,

, ,

, ,

, ,

,

( : )

( : _ ( , ) )

_ .

_ ( , )

_ _

=

∀ ≠

∀ = → =

= → =

= → =

=

b i

b j

b j b j

b i b i

b i b j

b i

mode panic

j mode normal

j my parent EUI64 b i mode panic

my parent COP coportal mode ready

my parent EUI64 b j mode ready

topology change processed true
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  effect:     

, ;b imode ready=  b,ib,ib,ib,ipropagate - normalpropagate - normalpropagate - normalpropagate - normal  

/* Let the nodes go back to normal operating procedures*/   

precondition:     

,

, , , ,

,

( _ . ) ( _ . )

_ _

b i

b i b i b i b i

b i

mode ready

my parent COP coportal mode normal my parent COP coportal mode ready

topology change processed true

=

= → = ∨ → =

=

≠

 

  effect:   

    

,

,

,

: ;

_ : ;

_ : ;

;

=

=

=

=

b i

b i

b i

mode normal

my parent NIL

is parent false

bound 0

 b,ib,ib,ib,iprocess - topology - changeprocess - topology - changeprocess - topology - changeprocess - topology - change  

/*Change relevant information in node due to topology change */  

  precondition:  

    ,_ _   b itopology change processed false=  

  effect:  

   

, , ,

,

( : _ ( )) _ : ;

                                                                                                 _ : ;

_ _

b i b i b i

b i

if i mode normal my parent COP NIL is parent true

my parent NIL

fi

topology change pro

∀ ≠ ∧ ≠ ∧ → =

=

,
;

b i
cessed true=
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4 Refined version for Concurrent Net Panic Protocol  

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a message based description will be closer to an actual 

implementation than the shared variable one. To let all the portals share the same variable is 

inefficient for any real design of the protocol, and to establish contact with each other by sending 

messages from point to point suits the IEEE 1394 functionality much better. This chapter describes 

the behavior of the net panic protocol from a message-passing point of view and introduces some 

data type and variables with special meanings.  

4.1 Message variables 

We will analyze the net panic protocol from the message-passing point of view. In this version, 

shared variables cannot be used for portals and the communication becomes a “push” activity 

rather than a “pull” of values. Furthermore, all communications will be based on “point to point” 

functionality. Because of the concerns of reliability, IEEE 1394.1 message-broadcasting is not 

used. 

When using messages instead of shared variables, the concurrent net panic protocol has to store 

extra information about other neighbor portals. In order to determine the real-time status of each 

node, an array-like data type is introduced to indicate whether or not the message has been sent to 

other node in each transition. Each array item corresponds to a certain node on the bus or to the 

co-portal, and can contain three values: ⊥⊥⊥⊥          No action required. 

Queued     Send a message, the content depends on the current state of the node. 

IsSent      A message has been sent already. 

A message is only sent to another node when the corresponding array entry is set to Queued value. 

After sending the message, the Queued value will be changed to IsSent. In contrast with the 

sequential panic, in the concurrent version of net panic protocol we don’t care about the 

acknowledgement from the receiver. In other words, after sending all the messages to the portals 

whose values are Queued in the array, the sender has finished its job and continues with the next 

step.  

4.2 Behavior of Concurrent Net Panic Protocol 

Initially when a portal in the normal state receives a panic message, it will change to Panic state 

and in the panic state it sends a panic message to all of its neighbors. The portal considers the 

sender of the “panic” message to be its parent in the spanning tree that is constructed. “panic” 

messages are sent to the direction of the panic wave but not back. So if “panic” was received over 

the bridge, it is now sent only on the bus, and vice versa. The root portal, that starts the net panic 

protocol, sends “panic” both on the bus and over the bridge. The order is that only after all the 

panic messages have been sent over the bus, can the message be sent over the bridge. As soon as 

all the panic messages have been sent out, the portal changes its state from Panic to Ready. In 

contrast with sequential net panic protocol, the portal doesn’t need to wait for the reply from the 

receiver. When it finishes sending all the panic messages it can change its state to Ready. 

The Ready state is quite different with the sequential version: When both portals in one bridge are 

in the Ready states, the child portal can send a “normal” message to its parent. The parent changes 

to the Normal state when it receives the message and the portal changes to the Normal state once 
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the message has been sent. The normal message is only sent and received through bridges, so no 

normal message is transferred over the bus.  

An example of the behavior of the concurrent panic is shown for two bridges: 

 

Fig. 7. One example of the concurrent panic message sending 

4.3 Bus reset  

The bus reset action which is part of IEEE 1394.1 may cause some acquired data in the message 

array in a portal to become invalidated. In the concurrent panic version, when the bus reset occurs, 

the portal will remain in its own state. For instance a portal already in the ready state will not 

change its state. But there are some possible changes when bus reset occurs: If the portal has lost 

its parent, then the variable for the portal’s parent should be modified according to the different 

situation. Whenever the topology changes causing the bus reset, it is very important for the portal 

to update its bus-list so that the messages can be sent to the valid neighbors. For each state, the 

following effect can be achieved: 

Normal   The state remains the same. 
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Panic     The portal in panic state stays the same state when bus reset occurs. All neighboring 

portals along the bus except its co-portal will have to be resent panic messages. The 

old status information is useless because the numbers in the bus may have changed 

due to bus reset. The message for bridge communication will keep the same value as 

bus reset happens before. 

Ready     When a portal in the ready state receives a bus reset, it will remain the same state. 

In order to understand the functionality of bus reset and what all the portals could do after bus 

reset, I will analyze an actual case that might happen in the real situation of our model. The initial 

condition is that portal 0 and portal 1 are residing in one bridge and so do portal 2 and portal 3.  

As mentioned before a property of bridges is that the two portals in one bridge are never separated 

whenever topology changes. Portal 1 and portal 2 are connected by a bus. First portal 2 starts 

panic and spread the panic message to the whole network. Because following the order of sending 

panic message, the portal 2 first send panic message to portal 1 through the bus and after the 

message is sent, it continues to send the same message over the bridge. After those two actions, 

portal 2 changes to ready mode and became the parent of both portal 1 and portal 3. The portal 1 

and portal 3 then change to panic state after receiving the panic message. At this time bus reset 

occurs, the portal 2 and portal 3 are connected by another bus. From the picture we can determine 

that the parent information of portal 2 and 3 doesn’t change and both portals will remain their own 

states. Now portal 1 and portal 3 will send the panic message over the bus and then bridge (follow 

the ordering rule). Because portal 2 has already been in the ready state, it will not change its state 

when it receives any panic message. The result of portal 2 is to remain in the ready mode. Note 

that after receiving the panic message from portal 1, portal 3 will not send panic message to portal 

1 again. After sending all the panic messages, both portal 1 and 3 are in the ready state. Portal 0 

also changes to the ready state when it finishes sending panic message over the bridge to portal 1. 

Finally all four portals are in the ready state. The portals whose parent is the co-portal, (portal 0 

and portal 3) will send a normal message to their parents (portal 1 and portal 2) and both parents 

and children change to the normal state after receiving and sending the normal messages. When all 

portals go back to the normal state, the concurrent panic portal terminates.  
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                Fig. 8. One example of receiving a bus reset in three states  

4.4 Bound counting 

One special feature of concurrent panic version is its bound counting character. Because of the 

unidirectional panic and normal waves, it is possible that panic goes into a loop after some 

topology changes. One possible solution to this problem is to count the number of times that the 

panic messages pass over a bridge and bound this number. Since the IEEE 1394.1 network has the 
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maximum number of 1023 connected buses, we can use the number 1022 as our maximum bound 

for the number of bridges that the messages may cross. The following example shows how the 

bound is calculated. 

 

                 Fig. 9. The bound in each portal 

The full I/O automaton description of the Concurrent net panic protocol can be found in Appendix 

B. 
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5 LOTOS model of Concurrent Net Panic Protocol 

In order to verify the correctness of concurrent version of net panic protocol, a LOTOS model has 

been constructed with support from the CADP toolkit. By modeling the expected transitions and 

states of concurrent net panic protocol, it is possible for the toolset to observe basic properties of 

our prototype. It can generate the entire state space; determine whether or not a deadlock exists, if 

some specific property holds, etc. More information about the toolset we use in this report can be 

found in the following link: http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/cadp/. Beside the mentioned features of 

the tool, it has the following advanced ways to perform the calculations: distributed and 

compositional computation.       

5.1 CADP toolset 

We chose the CADP toolkit to model the concurrent net panic protocol. By using the specification 

language LOTOS which is the input language for CADP, the node can send/ receive the messages 

through multiple ways over the bus and bridge without having to explicitly define the 

point-to-point connection between all of the possible communications, or having to use the 

broadcasting ability of the IEEE 1394 network to communicate over the bus with all portals at 

once (which is unreliable). With some tricks we are able to easily model the topology which is 

changing dynamically.  

In order to create a short and precise LOTOS description with finite behavior for the simulation 

and verification in the further step, some choice should be made. The I/O automaton description 

theoretically allows any number of the bridges and buses, which is not reachable in practice. So 

after considering the tradeoff between fully-describing all the scenarios of the protocol and the 

restrictions of memory and processors in practice, we only adopt the minimum full-functional size 

of two bridges for modeling the possible behavior of the net panic protocol. This restriction is 

suitable and simple for the toolset to simulate and describe the basic behavior of the net panic 

protocol. By observing and analyzing the small example, we can have a clear idea of what could 

happen for an arbitrary number of bridges and buses.  

5.2 Bridge message variable and bus message array  

We define one variable and one array for each node: the message variable is for the bridge which 

focuses on representing the message that is used over the bridge communication. It has three 

changeable variables to present the message status for the co-portal. The bus message is a 

four-message array, which indicates the possible message status for four portals that resident in 

one bus. Like the bridge message variable, this array provides the message information that is used 

over the bus communication. 

The following pictures show the bridge/bus message values (top) and implemented message 

structures (bottom) for one portal: 

 

VARIABLE CONTENT (VALUE) 

MsgBridge ⊥/Queued/IsSent 

MsgBus[0] ⊥/Queued/IsSent 

MsgBus[1] ⊥/Queued/IsSent 

MsgBus[2] ⊥/Queued/IsSent 
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MsgBus[3] ⊥/Queued/IsSent 
Tab. 1. Bridge/Bus message structure and values 

 

 

Fig. 10. One possible topology and panic message sending directions 

The following table shows one possible situation that indicates in Figure 10 in the communication. 

In the bridge message, the value is set to Queued, which means the node is going to send the 

message to its co-portal. In the bus message, the ID1 and ID3 are set to empty value. This is 

because the ID1 is the sender of the message, so it does not need to send any message to itself and 

ID3 is not connected in the same bus as ID1, so it remains empty. For ID0 and ID2, because they 

are in the bus of ID1, the message will be sent to both portals and their status should be queued. 

 

VARIABLE CONTENT (VALUE) 

MsgBridge Queued 

MsgBus[0] Queued 

MsgBus[1] ⊥ 

MsgBus[2] Queued 

MsgBus[3] ⊥ 
Tab. 2. One specific example for bridge and bus massages status 

 

5.3 Topology and unique bus split and merge methods 

We want to have the possibility of topology change in the specification, so the net update must 

deal with all the cases that might happen. As mentioned we adopt the fixed number of bridges. In 

the initial topology two bridges are connected with one bus. Then in general, for two bridges there 

is a minimum of one bus and a maximum of four buses. As mentioned previously, the bridge 

containing two portals will never separate. So the only possible topology changes are bus split and 

bus merge. In bus merge action, two buses are combined to create one bus. It is obvious that the 

new bus is unique for each combination of two non-empty buses. On the other hand, when we split 

a bus into two separate buses, this can be done in several ways. So that is the reason that we 

should find a method to generate all the possible buses in a general and efficient way.  

Here is one simple example that helps us to find the algorithm of solving the split generation. Let 

us assume a topology that portals 0, 1 and 2 are connected together and portal 3 stays alone 
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without bus connection to any portal. We denote this situation by [0, 1, 2] [3]. It is obvious that 

only one merge possibility exists: The topology changes to [0, 1, 2, 3]. The splitting operation is a 

little bit more complicated: We can notice that for each bus with N (N ≥ 2) portals may be spitted 

in
1

2 1
n−

− unique ways into two buses new1 and new2. So for the first bus [0, 1, 2] we have 3 

portals, and obtain 3 unique splitting possibilities. For bus [3], no split operation can be done. To 

conclude for [0, 1, 2] [3] there is one possible merge case and three unique split operations. The 

total number of possible topologies for m portals can be achieved by the formula below:  

{
                    

One more thing to remark here is that this formula is only used to calculate the total number of 

topologies when merging and splitting m portals. But for each specific topology situation in the 

intermediate topology operation, the numbers of possibilities to do a 1-step merging or splitting 

action depend on the topology at that moment. There is no simple formula to count the exact 

number of new topologies created with a 1-step merging or splitting action. It is worthwhile to 

work out the formula for a 1-step splitting operation on one bus, since it allows us to construct an 

efficient algorithm to use in our LOTOS specification. We now present the algorithm: 

 

 BusSplit( , , ) 

Input: One bus with   portals connected. 

Output:   unique variations of new pairs of buses:  and .

1.  The first portal is put into .

2.   

n-1

old new1 new2

n (n 2)

2 - 1 new1 new2

new1

i

≥

←

Algorithm

for   -  

3.         each next non-last portal is non-deterministically put into or .  

4.   

5.     is still empty.

6.       the last portal is put into .

7.       the la

1 n 1

new1  new2

i n

new2

new2

←

to

do od

if

then

else st portal is non-deterministically put into or    

8.    

new1  new2.

new1,new2.

fi

return

Here is one example of how to derive seven different possible new bus-pairs for bus {1, 2, 3, 4}. 

Notice that the first result (at the top to the right) is not allowed because the new2 list is empty. We 

construct the pairs from left to right and at each step we add another id node from the original bus 

to bus1 and bus2 by following the algorithm. Finally the unique bus pairs can be achieved and this 

method can be used in splitting bus with any number of portals connected. 
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  Fig. 11. Applying the algorithm to derive the bus pairs in case of a split of bus {1, 2, 3, 4} 

5.4 LOTOS code layout 

We choose the CADP toolset to create a model of the concurrent net panic protocol. This toolset 

provides the means to represent and verify the behavior of net update. After finishing the message 

I/O automation description of the whole system, the design of the LOTOS code needs to be 

considered. First each portal will be modeled as a separate process, and all communications will 

be done by synchronization over channels. There are three important communications: 1) gBus, 

the communication over the bus, synchronizes all the four portals with each other during 

simulation. Because of the topology change, the bus communication could involve any pair of 

portals. So it is very convenient to synchronize them all. Otherwise if we construct some buffer 

process for each portal to receive message whenever it came, then it would result 

message-crossing over the bus which is confusing and also beyond the design of IEEE 1394, so 

the simply and suitable way to design the bus communication is to make all portals synchronize. 

Portals that not involved in the communication will simply ignore it. 2) gBridge is the 

synchronization between two connected portals over the bridge. When the bridge synchronization 

starts, only two portals join this communication and the rest is not involved. 3) gBusReset, the 

channel to inform all portals when a topology changes, is the synchronizing connection between 

the topology change process and all portal process. In other words how do the portals know that 

some change has made in the topology? As soon as topology changes the gBusReset will let all 

portals know at the same time. 

To satisfy all those important requirements, the basic layout of our LOTOS code looks like this: 
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 ( ( Portal0[ gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ] 

        |[ gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ]| 

      Portal1[ gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ] ) 

    |[ gBus, gBusReset ]| 

    ( Portal2[ gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ] 

        |[ gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ]| 

      Portal3[gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ]) ) 

   |[ gBusReset ]| 

   Topology [ gBusReset ] 

Another important debug gate “gDebug” is used in the LOTOS description. The basic portal status 

information is available from checking the debug channel for each of portal. Such as what mode 

the portal is in after several communications; who is your parent until now; what are the values for 

each portal in the message array (bus and bridge); what the topology looks like and what the 

bound number is etc,. All these crucial information keeps track of the behavior of each portal; 

more over the debug channel provides you the status information which is really an advantage 

during the error-checking stage and helps us to find out the possible source of any fault. The 

sample debug code shows fruitful information about portal 1 below: 

GDEBUG  ! ID1 ! Mode_Panic ! COP ! MSGVAL_BOTTOM ! MSGLST_T(MSGVAL_BOTTOM, 

MSGVAL_BOTTOM, MSGVAL_QUEUED, MSGVAL_BOTTOM) ! IDLIST_T(FALSE,TRUE,TRUE,FALSE) ! 

ONE;       

From this code you can get the following information: The portal 1 is in panic state and its parent 

is the co-portal in one bridge. The messages need to send to portal 2 over the bus and no such 

message is sent over the bridge. Now the portal 1 which has the bound number one is only 

connected with portal 2 through one bus. Then it is very clear all the parameters of portal 1 and it 

really helps us to understand each state during the execution of the protocol. 

At the simulation and error-finding stage, we use the debug gate in our description so that we can 

study the debug information and modify what may have caused the fault. However that 

information will cost a lot of state space and the number of generations and it does not affect the 

result of the protocol behavior, so it is a wise choice not to adopt the debug gate during the 

verification and state space generation operations. That reduces both the space and expected 

running time of execution. 

To design the LOTOS description, we can follow the I/O automation description from Section 3.3 

and translate it into LOTOS code. By straight translating of these two descriptions, we can add all 

the transitions in each portal process. Each portal process has three states (Normal, Panic, Ready) 

and a corresponding process will be added in each state. Although this translation is 

straightforward and easy to implement in the LOTOS code, the inefficiency problem will raise 

when you compile your code. For instance, many different communications exist in the same 

channel with different condition values represented by separate summands for the same channel. 

So it is a wise idea to combine them in one summand per channel with a big disjunction in which 

each condition of the original summand is put. By restructuring the code, the complexity of the 

model would be greatly reduced. The following Figure shows a re-construction of one piece of 

sample code: 
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Initial channel structure: 

processA [channels] (parameters) : noexit :=

(

  ( channel! value 1

    ; processA1[channels] (parameters) )

[]

( channel! value 2

    ; processA2[channels] (parameters) )

)

 

Reconstructed channel structure: 

∨

→

processA [channels] (parameters) : noexit :=

(

  ( channel? parameter[(paremeter == value 1)  (paremeter == value 2)]

    ; 

    ([paremeter == value 1] processA1[channels] (parameters) )

    []

    ( [pare →meter == value 2] processA2[channels] (parameters))

)

 

The reconstructed model can be found in Appendix B, which is used to generate the space state 

and verify the properties of our requirement. 
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6 Experiment & Results 

After constructing the LOTOS description, we can move to experiment stage. The hardware 

environments we are currently based on can be divided into two groups: The first part has three 

single servers from Mathematics and Computer Science faculty: Poema, Gazelle and Hyena. Each 

of these has two processors and one memory storage. Thus the calculation behaves sequentially on 

one CPU like most PCs work in normal situation. Another hardware environment is the Sandpit, 

which is a distributed and parallel integrated terminal from SAN group in the same department. 

This “terminal” contains a cluster of 17 nodes connected via GigaBit Ethernet, with an additional 

master node and spare node. Sandpit and its clusters are running a Linux distribution. The 

configurations of all the servers are given in the table below. For instance the Gezelle server has 

two Intel Pentium III 1000 MHz processors and 2 gigabytes memory storage; for Poema server, 

the calculation ability is stronger: Two Intel Pentium Xeon 2800 MHz processors and 4 gigabytes 

memory storage. For the software environment, all the programs and toolsets are running a Linux 

environment and we login through a UNIX account to start our tasks. With those 

hardware/software conditions, we can commence our verification and validation test. There are 

several sub goals in this testing stage: Firstly we need to simulate our code in order to find some 

errors in the description and make it correct for verification phase. After determining no easily 

reachable deadlock exists in the protocol, we can generate the state space for all the possible 

transitions in our model. This execution can show us the possible behavior of the protocol from a 

graphical point of view and by observing the state space; we can also derive some properties of the 

system. The next important goal in the experiment is to verify some obvious properties according 

to our requirement. Before we designed the system, the specification and property were given and 

these need to be evaluated for correctness. By putting properties that we want to test in CADP 

toolset, we can check the output to convince ourselves if those properties hold. 

 

MACHINE CPU INFORMATION MEMORY INFORMATION 

Poema 2 Intel(R) Xeon(TM)  2.80GHz CPUs 4154132 KB (4 GB) 

Hyena 2 Intel(R) Xeon(TM)  3.06GHz CPUs 4154132 KB (4 GB) 

Gazelle 2 Intel Pentium III    1.00GHz CPUs 2060332 KB (2 GB) 

Sandpit 2 Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 3.06GHz CPUs 2060332 KB (2 GB) 

One node of Sandpit 2 Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 3.06GHz CPUs 2059988 KB (2 GB) 

           Tab. 3. The full hardware configurations being used in our experiment 

6.1 Simulation & Finding deadlocks  

In this phase we are focusing on the running of the LOTOS description in the CADP toolset. After 

constructing the behavior of each process and the conditions that satisfy every possible 

communication, we let the tool compile the LOTOS code. Several grammar errors or failure 

conditions can be checked out by compiling iteratively. When all the warnings and errors are gone, 

the LOTOS file is ready to simulate the behavior of the concurrent net panic protocol and verify 

some basic properties.  

6.1.1 Error checking & Compiling 

In order to test our code in the toolset, we need to make sure that the code is in “compilable” status, 
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which means that typos and obvious modeling errors should be detected and corrected before 

compiling. OCIS (Open/Caesar Interactive Simulator) is an interactive, graphical simulator for the 

CADP toolset. OCIS enables visualization and error detection during the design phase of systems 

containing parallelism and asynchronous communication between tasks. This simulator can be 

started directly from the EUCALYPTUS graphical user-interface using the "Execute / Advanced 

Simulation" menu. If there are errors preventing compilation, the error information will be 

displayed and it helps a lot to notice our errors and finally correct them all. When all the 

compilation errors have been corrected, the visualization-version of simulation scenarios as 

execution traces, trees, or MSC (Message Sequence Charts) diagrams is created and you can 

simulate the protocol in this window. Figure 12 is the initial status of the simulator for our 

protocol. 

 

               Fig. 12. The simulator window is ready to start 

By clicking the firable transitions, the whole scenario will be displayed as a tree. Each branch in 

the tree represents a sequence of explored transitions in the automaton of the simulated system. 

6.1.2 Simulation 

The simulation helps us in many positive aspects: Firstly you can follow the fireable transitions to 

change the topology or send messages over the bridge/bus. By checking step after step, you can 

compare the actual output with the desired result, so that the wrong transition can be found. 

Further more a deadlock could also be reached after some fireable transition. Secondly our debug 

information through gate gDebug tells us enough current status of each node, which makes the 

system more readable and testable to the testing job for the system designer. Thirdly, by randomly 
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choosing the possible transitions or choosing the mostly failure transitions after some prediction, 

the final result can be tested respectively. So the simulation stage is very important in our whole 

verification and we can detect various errors helping us to eliminate deadlocks and unreachable 

states. 

        
        Fig. 13. The whole scenario is displayed as a tree with several branches 

Here is one specific example of what the simulation window looks like at some state in our 

protocol. From the window we can clearly see that the window is divided in to two sub windows, 

the upper one visualize the scenario being simulated as an expanded tree. Each branch in the tree 

represents a sequence of explored transitions in the automaton of the simulated system. There are 

four different branches in the current window, which is a subset of the transitions fireable from the 

initial state. More fireable states can be found when you explore other transitions at the beginning. 

The lower sub-window displays the list of labels of the transitions that can be fired from the 

current state. Currently there are only five fireable transitions available.       

6.1.3 Finding deadlocks 

6.1.3.1 Basic idea 

One way to find the deadlocks is from the graphical window after your simulation step. The 

information may indicate that by following certain actions, a deadlock will happen. This is called a 

“sink state”. So recognizing the deadlock state is not a difficult part of our experiment. Another 

possible way to show the existence of the deadlock is from our intentional or random simulation. 

At the very beginning, after the simulation window shows up successfully, we could randomly 
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choose some executable actions to follow, or we can follow transitions which are less likely to 

occur. By repeatedly doing so, we may find a sink state and thus detect some deadlock in our 

model.  

Another commonly used approach for deadlock-detecting is directly provided by the toolset itself. 

The procedure exhibitor performs an on-the-fly search in the Labeled Transition System (LTS), 

looking for execution sequences (also called "diagnostic sequences") that start from the initial 

state and match the specified pattern. In our case, the pattern is to search the deadlocks. Each 

execution sequence starts from the initial state, unfolds state space with one of two different search 

algorithms (one based on a breadth-first search (BFS) and another one based on a depth-first 

search (DFS)) and is constituted by a finite, sequential list of labels that are from the LOTOS 

description. However, some unpreventable risks are met because of the hardware limitations. The 

whole levels may not be unfolded successfully when the memory has been used beyond its size. 

Fortunately the toolset provides us some functionality that helps us solving those kinds of 

problems: Instead of performing the whole calculation, we can consider only execution sequences 

whose number of transitions is less or equal than depth (where depth is greater than zero). The tool 

runs the exploration of the graph when the distance from the initial state becomes greater than 

depth transitions. The –depth option gives us such a favor to predict the whole possible sequences 

without having to finish searching every possible sequence.  

For our model, the hardware limitations may not be able to test all the transitions when we are 

running deadlock-finding action. So with some very high probability, it is acceptable to only 

detect several parts of the model and conclude the deadlock probability for the whole system. That 

is an important strategy to finish detecting within some parameter of depth. This option can be 

achieved by either graphical interface or command line fashion. Once it is guaranteed that the 

model contains no deadlock, we can continue our further observations in our experiment.   

6.1.3.2 The procedure exhibitor 

The toolset uses the terminator tool to detect deadlocks. When the program detects deadlock states, 

it displays diagnostic sequences, i.e., execution sequences leading from the initial state to the 

deadlock states. Diagnostic sequences are displayed using the simple SEQUENCE format. By 

examining the transition sequence, you can reconsider the consequence of following that sequence 

and check the possible wrong parts in your LOTOS code. We can start the deadlock generation for 

our LOTOS file from the graphical interface or from the command line. 

In graphical user-interface, you click the LOTOS file you want to check and select the "Find 

deadlocks" menu. Then the sub window opens and several terminator-operations are available: the 

search algorithm can be either depth-first search or breadth-first search, and for the sake of 

quickness and part-search choice, you can choose the maximum number of transitions you want 

this toolset to work with. For the sake of effectiveness and efficiency, we test the transition depth 

of 100 and 200 and 500 respectively. So from the information of the output file, we have some 

idea of what would happen in further depths. In this way, the result will be more readable and can 

provide more information for some specific search.  

The same operation can be done from command line with some features added: 1) The CPU time 

(UNIX program memtime) and maximum memory usage are included in the output file. 2) The 

program will keep running even we disconnect to the console. 3) The output file will be located by 

us. Normally when you run a program from the command line it exits when you log off. We use 

the UNIX tcshell built-in command 'nohup' to prevent this. We use the memtime program to 
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measure how long the process takes (CPU time) and how much memory it uses. In our command 

we changed the ceasar.open script a little to include memtime. Then the output file gives us all the 

useful information for us. The command file can be found in Appendix A.  

6.1.3.3 Result and conclusion 

We try to find the deadlock state in two-bridge concurrent net panic prototype by using the 

command line. Because of the large explored state system, it is not easy to find the deadlock state 

for the whole transition system and the state space generation always terminates unsuccessfully. 

Thus several depth variables are being used in our breadth-first search experiment, for instance 

500, 200, 100 etc. However the reachable result of our experiment is always terminated because of 

the memory exhausted. We find that finding deadlock with breadth-first search doesn't give 

deadlocks before it runs out of memory. That is a clear indication that there maybe no deadlocks 

anymore. 

6.2 Generate state space 

6.2.1 Basic idea 

One of the most important purposes for our project is to analyze the behavior of the concurrent net 

panic protocol in some small case. The generating of the state space can provide useful 

information about the correctness of our model. We can use the toolset to generate the state space 

for us. However, because the large space that our model may produce, the generating procedure 

could be very memory-consuming and sometimes due to hardware limitations, the procedure may 

terminate before the state space is complete. Like the deadlock-finding operation, state space 

generation can be stated in two ways: from the graphical interface or from the command line.    

6.2.2 Generating procedure 

In order to analyze the behavior of our net panic protocol, it is obvious that state space should be 

constructed and it is convenient if the whole state space is visualized by some specific graphical 

tools. So our goal is to find the executable solution to generate such a big state space and visualize 

the graphical version of that space. The EUCALYPTUS toolset allows us to generate the state 

space of our model. If we choose the LOTOS file and use the "Generate labeled transition 

system…" menu, then the caesar tool can generate a BCG graph corresponding to our LOTOS 

description. Graphs encoded in the BCG format are stored in files having the .bcg suffix. These 

files contain binary data, which are not directly readable by the user. The command lines for 

generating the BCG file are located in Appendix A. 

6.2.3 Problems 

By using the CADP toolset, we cannot generate the state space of two-bridge net panic model with 

either command line or the graphical operations (Introduced in previous section). It becomes even 

more difficult when we want to add one more bridge into our model and check the behavior of this 

three-bridge panic prototype. The hardware limitations obstruct successful experiments. After 

several hours of generating, the operation uses up all the memory that the machine has. Finally the 

calculation crashes or continues extremely slowly while still occupying all the memory resources 

of the server. This is really an unavoidable problem for the system analysis, especially when we 

want to analyze some non-trivial cases. Thus one of our objectives in this project is to find some 

smart yet executable method to generate some large model state space. In other words, we need 
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some alternative solutions to resolve those problems: Find out some efficiency approaches to help 

our generation.   

6.2.4 Solutions 

Generally speaking, there are two classical efficient methods that can help us to solve the 

non-finishing generation problem: Compositional and distributed fashions of generation. We don’t 

need to generate the whole state space at one time; on the other hand, we could divide the task to 

several sub parts and use the limited resources to work on some affordable individual job. That is 

the basic idea of compositional computation. In most of the cases, this method can cost less time 

per sub-task and merge compositionally to obtain the initial huge state space which we would 

obtain with the normal generation operation. In some cases, the compositional method is not 

strong enough, then distributed method is introduced in our experiment: Instead of using the single 

machine (with two CPUs and a big amount of memory) to run the command, we move our 

experiment into a parallel distributed machine (with 17 nodes each with two CPUs and a big 

amount of memory) and let 17 nodes run one part of the given task at the same time. It would 

improve the performance of the experiment in a significant way. Another efficient solution is to 

hide all the in-between processes and only keep the conclusion behavior process (gEvent process) 

explicitly. By ignoring other processes, the model would be much smaller than the original one 

and can provide the specific information as we required. By using those three effectiveness 

methods together, our state space generation steps can finish successfully. The last possible 

methods are called branching restriction and interface restriction, which give another way to 

improve the time and space performances of our generation. To conclude the solutions, we can say 

that after implementing all those effective methods at some proper situation in our generating step 

respectively and correctly, our time and performance will be highly improved and the expected 

result will follow after the efficiency-based method experiment.  

6.2.4.1 Compositional method 

6.2.4.1.1 General idea 

In order to generate the state space of concurrent net panic protocol, we can adopt the direct way 

of getting the BCG graph of our original LOTOS description in the toolset. But because of the 

large amount of memory usage, the desired result is not obtained due to hardware restrictions. It 

usually happens when the model is a little bit complicated. So we should think of another 

applicable method of generating the state space (in BCG graph format) for our protocol. The 

compositional method is what we are looking for. The basic principle of compositional generation 

is to generate each process of the whole model separately and finally combine each single BCG 

together to get the whole state space of the model. The idea is trivial and the job left to us to do is 

to modify our original LOTOS description to adapt to the compositional version of generation. We 

assume the result of the new generation represents the same behavior of what we have expected 

from the original description. 

The first step is to determine the process that can be generated as a single state space. In our 

two-bridge model there are five sub-processes are defined in the structure so these four portals and 

one topology process are selected for generation of their individual state spaces.  

The second step is to modify some detail piece of code with the intention to make the description 

compositional generation even more efficient.  
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The picture below briefly sketches the difference between two generation methods. The first 

picture is much simple and straight forward to understand. It just calculates the state space of the 

given LOTOS description in a normal way. No trick and technique are used in this method; just 

input the job to the tool and let the tool do what it can. In contrast to the first one, the second 

picture denotes the compositional method that has been presented in our generation: firstly the 

toolset will generate each sub process separately and get their BCG (Binary Coded Graphs) file. 

Secondly the tool can generate the whole state space graph by using the existing BCG files from a 

compositional point of view.  

The consequences of both methods are different: The compositional version is smart and a little bit 

complicated to implement. Some LOTOS code needs to be modified to take advantage of the EXP 

possibilities. On the other hand, the normal generation method is simple and easy to operate, but 

some crucial drawbacks will make the generation phase hard to bear: memory-exhausted risk and 

time-consuming etc.     

 

 

(1)                                  
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                                     (2) 

Fig. 14. Comparison of compositional generation and normal generation for our protocol 

From the same initial process expressions, both methods can generate the state space as BCG file 

by applying different mechanisms. It is obvious that the compositional fashion can be easier run 

by limited hardware resources than the normal fashion. We know that the final state graphs 

describe the same behavior of our protocol. However the way that they achieve the same goal is 

very different.  

The basic idea of compositional generation has already mentioned in above and the effect after 

using this method is also introduced in previous section. So this section will focus on the steps the 

compositional generation has, the command we should follow in each step and the full 

explanations for some important lines. 

Generally speaking, the compositional generation can be viewed as two parts: The division of sub 

tasks for the process to generate and the merging of generated yet partial BCG files into the final 

complete state space file of the model. Only when the sub BCG files have been generated, can the 

merging step start. 

6.2.4.1.2 Our approach 

So let us start from the first step—splitting the initial job into sub ones. What can we do with our 

toolset? It is obvious that no such operation can be found in the graphical windows. So what we 

need to do is divided into two aspects: Modifying the LOTOS code and defining extra related files 

to describe the behavior we want to do in the toolset and using the specific commands that are 

defined in the toolset.  

Firstly we need to add the auxiliary processes for compositional generation in our original LOTOS 
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file. This step provides enough information to the tool that this model can be viewed as several 

processes and virtually the model is separated into finite number of sub processes. One example of 

the definition of the new process PORTAL_ID0 is given below and the whole process declarations 

can be found at the end of our LOTOS file in Appendix C: 

process PORTAL_ID0 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID0 of IdType, GetBus(ID0 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

endproc 

This extra process defines the entire related behaviour of the PORTAL_ID0. By generating this 

sub process, the state space will contain all the transitions related to PORTAL_ID0. 

Secondly, we create a SVL file which can lead the toolset to follow the instructions we compose 

and finally apply the instructions to the original LOTOS file. Obviously because we have six 

portals and one topology, we divide our model into seven different sub processes and let the single 

machine run on each process. The separate commands we use in SVL file are given here: 

% DEFAULT_LOTOS_FILE="Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.lotos" 

"top_b.bcg" = branching reduction of ROOT_TOPOLOGY ; 

"PORTAL_ID0.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID0  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID1.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID1  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID2.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID2  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID3.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID3  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID4.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID4  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID5.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID5  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

In this way, seven sub processes will be generated and output as BCG files respectively which 

would be used in merging operation. The “branching reduction of” description in each script line 

represents the reduction option which will be introduced in the section 6.2.4.3 and the 

functionality of “( PORTAL_ID0  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" )” script will be discussed in detail in  

section 6.2.4.4. 

The second step is to merge all those seven BCG files into one whole system state space BCG file. 

To achieve this goal, a new SVL file needs to be created. The command in this new file can be 

written like this: 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.bcg" = 

  branching reduction of generation of leaf branching reduction of 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.exp" 

This command intends to generate the BCG file by branching reduction the “EXP” file. What does 

EXP file say? It simply defines how the final state space is compositionally generated by using 

seven BCG files. The EXP file reads like this: 

behaviour 

   ( 

   "top_b.bcg" 

   |[ gBusReset ]| 

   ( 

  par gBus #2, gEvent, gBusReset, gBridge #2 in 

         "PORTAL_ID0.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID1.bcg" 
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 || "PORTAL_ID2.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID3.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID4.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID5.bcg" 

  end par 

   ) 

) 

One more detail remark about this file is the par command “par gBus #2, gEvent, gBusReset, 

gBridge #2 in A end par”. The meaning indicates that four labels (gBus, gEvent, gBusReset, 

gBridge) are generating generalized parallel. Generally speaking, “L#n” means that n behaviors 

instead of all the concurrent sub-behaviors must synchronize on gate (resp. label) L. the number #2 

here in our script means that two behaviors are put in parallel. To be more precise, we define that 

only two portals will communicate synchronize in gBus and gBridge gates. At this step, all the 

BCG files are used in the merging step and the final state space should be generated by this 

two-step compositional method.  

Note that in the LOTOS specification, the “Ignore_Bus” condition in each bus communication 

should be erased. Because in the original description when two portals synchronize communicate 

with each other over the bus, the other two left portals would ignore their communication by 

holding ignore_bus condition and keeping the same parameter. In other words in each bus 

communication only two (sender and receiver) portals are truly involved in the dialogue, the other 

two just remain the same. Now, in compositional generation, we are able to restrict the 

communication to the truly involved pair of portals. This is due to the usage of the EXP language 

in which the parallel composition is expressed. More information about EXP file can be found in 

section 6.2.4.2. And the original file is listed in our Appendix A.  

To summarize up, the compositional method is to divide one uneasy-computable process 

generation into several calculating-affordable sub processes and finally merge each sub process 

together into a single state space of the ordinary file we expect to achieve in a sequential merging 

fashion. The EXP files can describe the required behavior of network communicating automata for 

the model and make the compositional approach executable. 

6.2.4.2 Hidden processes and branching restriction  

Like what we have already suggested we do not need to generate every action as observable for 

our model, for instance, we could hide some interior event and only display those useful 

information events as an efficient way to describe the behavior of our system. The “hide” option 

can hide labels in BCG files of both the communicating automata and of the automaton 

corresponding to their composition. In order to do so we could add the hide command in our EXP 

file (which describes a network of communicating automata), so that the following command line 

should be added at the beginning of the EXP file: 

  hide all but GEVENT in A 

This will hide the labels found in A using the given hiding rules. The "all but" keywords modify 

the semantics of the hiding rules: all the labels, except the labels specified in the list of labels, are 

hidden. In our case, all the labels except GEVENT will be hidden, so finally the state space will 

only contain the GEVENT process. This notation is quite useful in the property verification 

experiment.    

After using the “hide” option, the original transitions are being hidden with “tau” transition. In this 
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way, all the transitions are composed by two parts: GEVENT and tau. To explicitly demonstrate 

the behaviour of GEVENT, we need to use another restriction method: branching restriction, 

which has been used and applied in many other places in our script. “branching reduction of” just 

partial minimizes the graph for branching bisimulation and make the generation small by using a 

tau-confluent transitions using a partial order reduction technique. Finally the only transition left is 

what we want: GEVENT. 

6.2.4.3 Interface restriction  

Interface restriction is used when we generate the BCG files for different portals. The structure of 

this command in PORTAL_ID0 case shows below: 

"PORTAL_ID0.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID0  -|[gBusReset]| "top_b.bcg" ); 

Normally the “PORTAL_ID0.bcg” file can be generated with all the situation when the topology 

changed in the model, in other words whenever the merging or splitting topology happened, all the 

transitions based on the new topology will be generated. This full-generation seems unaffordable 

for the server to work the BCG file out. So we just make some restriction: To generate the 

PORTAL_ID0 BCG file, we only consider the generation of the transitions such that the topology 

change happened in “top_b.bcg” communicates with PORTAL_ID0 through gBusReset gate 

synchronizing. Instead of generating the BCG file from its own topology change, the generation 

step of ID0 is decided by the structure of top_b. In this way, the topology change is highly reduced 

and for each portal its BCG file is restricted. One thing to remark here is that this method can not 

be used together with distributed generation; this interface restriction can only be use in sequential 

generation. It is NOT allowed to generate the “interface restriction” BCG file in parallel. 

6.2.4.4 Distributed method 

Although we adopt several efficient methods mentioned in previous sections to maximally rise the 

succeed probability for our experiment, but one fact cannot be avoided: the single “Two CPUs” 

terminal has very limited CPU and memory resources, which can only calculate some not too 

complicated models. In order to solve this problem, we change our hardware platform into a 

distributed fashion one. This 'terminal' is actually a cluster of 17 nodes connected via GigaBit 

Ethernet, with an additional master node and spare node. It is running the Linux-based Gentoo 

distribution. Here we use the distributed machine called sandpit (More information about this 

server on the web is available at http://sandpit.win.tue.nl). The picture gives some basic idea about 

this machine: 
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                  Fig. 15. The hard disk storage and structure of the terminal 

Given this distributed environment, we can start the experiment by using some new distributed 

commands. The command that we use to calculate in a distributed way is to add this piece of code 

to the SVL file and inform the system to run the task in all the seventeen clusters. Here is one 

example:    

 % exp.open -branching "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.exp" distributor 

cpanic_compositional.gcf "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg" 

The command above means to generate the PBG file distributed and the GCF file defines which 

machines are involved in the distributed generation and the directory of the output result. In our 

case all the 17 single servers are used during the calculation. In this way the nodes will generate at 

the same time and return the PBG file for the next operation.  

Here the exp.open command executes OPEN/CAESAR application programs on networks of 

communicating automata represented as ``.EXP'' files. It says that the final PBG file is only a 

branching reduction of the EXP file. The -branching option attempts partial minimization of the 

graph for branching bisimulation, based on prioritization of so-called tau-confluent transitions 

using a partial order reduction technique. 

The distributor implements a distributed algorithm that runs on several machines listed in the 

grid configuration file cpanic_compositional.gcf. Each machine is used to generate and store 

a part of the Labeled Transition System. This allows distributor to exploit the computing 

resources (memory and processors) provided by many machines. The distributor tells the toolset 

to generate the state space distributed and some basic information is defined in 

“cpanic_compositional.gcf” file. For instance the connect timeout period, which remote 

connection protocol does it use, the directory that stores the output files, etc. The generated 

Labeled Transition System will be stored as a partitioned BCG graph 

Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg (Partitioned BCG File). The resulting PBG file can 
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later be turned into a BCG file using the bcg_merge tool. The regarding GCF file is given in 

Appendix A. 

In some situation (you get the intermediate PBG file during the experiment), you need to merge 

again in order to generate BCG file finally. Then the following command is needed: 

% bcg_merge "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg" "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.bcg" 

The objective of this command line is to define a translation of a partitioned BCG graph into one 

single BCG graph. The “bcg_merge” option takes as input a partitioned BCG graph 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg", usually produced by distributor and encoded in the PBG 

format (The generated Labeled Transition System will be stored as a partitioned BCG graph 

result.PBG), and produces one single BCG file "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.bcg" that 

combines the various graph fragments listed in "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg". 

When all the commands are in the right syntax and format, the distributed experiment could start. 

In the following text, some screen-shot and the explanation are given during the generation 

phases.  

Firstly, when 17 machines are running simultaneously, the following windows will display the 

status of each cluster. Some crucial numbers are listed in the head: Explored states, remaining 

states, transitions and variation for each node.  

 

                 Fig. 16. The overview status information for 17 nodes   
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The statistic information is also provided by this monitor window: Some total number and mean 

number of all the early-mentioned subjects are summarized together. 

 

Fig. 17. The statistics information about the whole distributed system 

6.2.4.5 Generating schedule 

The most important thing to be considered at the first beginning is where and when do we need to 

implement what efficient methods. The schedule of our experiment tasks should be made before 

we really start our operation. Because of the unpredictable result of each possible operation in the 

real experiment, we cannot make an optimized plan at the beginning, the only thing we could try 

by ourselves is to evaluate and make new decisions at the same time. To be precise, we did some 

experiment and wait for its result and when the output file can provide us some useful information 

(such as the running time and the usages of CPU and internal memory) that usually guide us the 

direction whether keep on going with the old plan or some new trying are needed. So after several 

times of modifying our generating schedule, one suitable plan was achieved and instructed us 

during the state space generation. 

There are three different improvement phases during our optimizing plan searching step. The 

following pictures show the main functionality and the advantages/disadvantages for each 

improvement we tried in our experiment and finally we adopt the first schedule for our two-bridge 
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model generation and the last schedule as our ultimate schedule for the three-bridge net panic 

protocol state space generation. Other schedule has been tried during our fully test, but the 

expectation did not meet our requirement. But in order to show the reader the procedure from the 

failure generation to the ultimate successful step, we list all the implemented phases with the order 

of adding the improvement in the previous version. And at the end of this section, we will list the 

advantages/disadvantages of each approach. 

 

 

 ⑴⑴⑴⑴ 1
st
 method: 

 

 

Fig. 18. The first sequential compositional generation plan 
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 ⑵⑵⑵⑵ 2
nd

 method: 

          

         

     Fig. 19. The second distributed plus sequential compositional generation plan      
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 ⑶⑶⑶⑶ 3
rd

 method:                 

 

          

   Fig. 20. The third distributed plus distributed plus sequential compositional generation plan 
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In order to compare the difference and the advantages/disadvantages of those three schedules, the 

following table is made to summarize up:  

 

 FUNCTIONALITY ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

 

First 

Method 

Single terminal generates the 

whole procedure:  from each 

separate BCG file to the final 

merging state space operations. 

No distributed method is used 

here.  

The operation and the 

basic idea are trivial and 

easy to apply in some 

specific machine.  

Such a machine cannot 

afford the energy and 

memory usage to finish the 

job, normally the final result 

is that all the memory has 

been used out and the task 

can not finish yet. 

 

Second 

Method 

The generation steps are 

divided into three main parts: ①  single terminal generates 

individual BCG file. ②  17 

terminals merge all BCG files 

distributed ③  One terminal 

sequentially merge the PBG 

file into BCG file. 

The problem of failure in 

sequential merging 

generation can be solved 

by using distributed 

approach fashion. With the 

intermediate PBG file, the 

merging action can be 

successfully finished.  

The sequential generating of 

each separate BCG files 

always fail and we still have 

the probability that the 

distributed merging 

operation might be failed. 

The time and resource are so 

restricted for the 3
rd

 

sequential merging 

step.(This becomes a main 

obstacle/bottleneck) 

 

Third 

Method 

The generation steps are 

divided into three parts: ① 17 

terminals generate partial PBG 

files and use 1 terminal to 

merge into one BCG file. ② 

17 terminals merge all 

portals’BCG files distributed ③  One terminal sequentially 

merge the PBG file. 

The individual BCG file 

can be generated in the 

distributed way. This is 

very important for all the 

next operations. 

The distributed method is 

used in many cases, but the 

time and other energy are not 

so sufficient for any step in 

this generation method. And 

trying to merge all the partial 

BCG files into one complete 

state space file is hardly 

successful in reality.  

Tab. 4. Comparison of three different generation plans 

Finally we start our generation by following the third method. The result is acceptable and useful 

in our experiment. After many attempts and testing, we conclude that this distributed method can 

be applied in other similar situations. 

6.2.4.6 Further limitation: Verification for single topology scenario 

Because of the high risk of failure in three-bridge model state space generation, we asked the 

CADP toolset contributors whether our specification and library files could be simplified or 

optimized for generation operation. Frederic Lang and Wendelin Serwe response our question and 

gave us some very useful suggestions and improvements based on their knowledge and experience. 

The follow generation approach gives us a possible solution for large model state space generation. 

Thus we think it is worth to explain the basic idea of this new generation method and how this 

new method works in our report. Moreover, it would help us to understand the state space 
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generation from another different point of view.  

What is the basic idea of this new generation method? As what the name shows, we further limited 

the executable topology changes in our generation action: we only allow quite restricted number 

of topology changes in each generation experiment, because it turned out that the topology process 

embeds too many execution scenarios and the full generation task is too huge to terminate. We 

tried to generate the graph for a single scenario at a time. In other words, instead of the whole 

graph of topology changes, we selected a single sequence of (up to three) topology changes. By 

restricting the topology scenarios for generation, the state space generation succeeded easily and 

can finish on a sequential machine with 4 GB of memory without any trouble. Although this 

“self-define topology change” may work in some big model, it is not a full state space generation. 

However, it seems feasible to verify the complete protocol, replacing the single step verification 

by an iterated verification for any trace of successive topology changes separately. So follow this 

way, full state space can be attempted. One of the advantages of this method is that you can test 

the sequences of topology change by increasing the sequence number separately. For instance, if 

four topology changes succeed then some bigger number can try in the next experiment.  

After each generation step, we can verify the correctness property on the new state space. If an 

error is found, this will present in the complete state space too. 

A disadvantage of this new method is that we don’t really know when to stop. Since the finite state 

space of the topology process has an infinite number of sequences, in theory we would never be 

done. Probably we can think of clever arguments that allow us to conclude correctness after a 

finite number of sequences. But this has to be thought out yet.  

Some experiments have been tested, for instance if we use the machine that has a 1 GB memory 

storage to generate the three topology changes state space sequentially, it can finish within several 

hours and report about 12,000 states and 50,000 transitions.  

In this new method, several extra processes are added in our original code. For instance the 

“sequential topology changes process” is one scenario of limited number of topology change, 

which defines how many possible topology changes are considered in our state space generation. 

The new version of LOTOS code that contains the functionality of limited topology scenarios 

generation is given in our Concurrent Net Panic LOTOS Description section. And the specific 

SVL file which describes how the state space should be generated is also given in Appendix A.  

6.2.4.7 Visualization & Results in state space generation 

With the intention to visualize the state space after finishing generating the BCG file, we use the 

Finite State Machine Visualization Tool from Frank van Ham (His webpage can be accessed by 

http://www.win.tue.nl/~fvham/) to see the state space from a graphical view.  

The objectives of this visualization are: 1) Provide users with a global overview of the entire space 

before showing individual connections between states. 2) Describe and analyze a transition system 

in an explicit way depicts some symmetries and similarities between different sections of a graph 

in the resulting visualization. Those two demands make our understanding of the protocol to a 

deeper level.  

As we mentioned before, it is easier and reasonable to visualize two-bridge net panic protocol. In 

order to let the tool visualize the state space model, we need several transitions to get what the 

right input format for the tool. Because what we achieve from CADP toolset is BCG file and the 

input format for the visualization tool is FSM file, so we need an intermediate format to connect 

those two files. First we translate the existing BCG file to SVC and then further translate to FSM 
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file which is acceptable for the visualization tool. When the FSM file is generated, the toolset can 

show global symmetries in the state transition graphs, as well as showing similarities between 

similar sections of different (but related) graphs. 

The following screen-shots provide users with an overview and some parts of the concurrent net 

panic protocol (two bridges) state space. 
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Fig. 21. From top to bottom: The zoom-in steps of the state space for our two-bridge model  

Concluding we can say that the two-bridge net panic protocol state space generation and 

visualization could be done in a normal way, we do not need to make some generation phases, just 

use the machine to generate as far as no memory-exhausting situation happens. And the resulting 

visualization succeeded in showing global symmetries in the state transition graphs of this small 

model. However for some larger generation, some tricks should be made up. Otherwise the state 

space file can not be generated and so does visualization operation. By combining the distributed 

and compositional methods with other efficient methods, we could accomplish some more 

complicated generation and visualization job. 

6.2.4.8 Conclusion  

The two-bridge concurrent net panic protocol state space generation is done with the first 

approach (Introduced in section 6.2.4.5) to analyze the whole behavior of the transition prototype. 

After partial BCG files are generated, we follow the compositional merging method and all the 

efficiency restriction methods to construct the final BCG file. After achieving the BCG file, it is 

possible to use the visualization tool to visualize the behavior of our model. All the methods and 

visualization images are given in the previous section. 

After successfully generating the two-bridge model, we extend our model to a more complicated 

three-bridge model and see whether the state space can be generated too. Before we start our 

experiment, we already expect the procedure would be hardly finished by using the normal 

generation method. By trying the first generation schedule (Introduced in section 6.2.4.5), our 

state space generation was always not complete, so there are states for which the successor have 

not been explored in the state space generation process. Then we improved the original generation 

schedule and added several efficient approaches and distributed fashion in this three-bridge net 

panic protocol generation. The third generation schedule describes exactly what we did and how 
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all the effective ideas were used in our practical experiment.    

6.3 Evaluate property 

With the non-deadlock LOTOS file and the generated space-state in the form of a BCG, our next 

goal is to evaluate that the protocol holds some properties. One important property we want to 

prove here is that: Whatever status the protocol is in, it will finish in a stable state. To be more 

precise, when one portal is in panic state, it will send panic messages to all the neighbors and after 

some message exchange operations, all the portals will change to back to normal state. This 

procedure may partly be restarted when the topology has changed. So we can reduce our 

requirement as follows: After some topology change/panic actions, the topology becomes stable, 

all portals should be able to change back to normal state in finitely number steps. The following 

picture depicts the one example of the perspective behavior of the whole system from its initial 

state to its final state: 

         

Fig. 22. The node in different topology will finally change to NORMAL 

From the picture it is obvious to see that the state-growth of the system: For a topology that has n 

portals, it has m state possibilities: At the time the “stable topology” occurs, it may be in many 

different states according to the other stable variable: For instance mode, bound number etc. We 

should keep it in mind that the topology is just one factor! After some panic-sending actions and 

topology changes, different topology states will stay in the same topology and start panic actions 

only without changing their topology. At this point, all portals communicate by sending panic or 

normal messages and all of them become Normal state finally.  

To check this property, we create an event channel: gEvent, which informs us some crucial events 

during the execution. For instance when the topology is stable and not going to merge or split 

buses, a communication “STABLE_TOPOLOGY” holds over gEvent by the topology process. 

After this process the topology will remain the same in the future. When all portals have reached 

the state normal, they will be able to synchronize over the gEvent channel with 

“ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL” message and the consequence of this communication is that each 
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portal keeps its own parameter in normal state. Together with the gDebug gate, the following piece 

of code illustrates the layout of the LOTOS description: 

( ( Portal0[ gDebug, gEvent ] 

        |[ gEvent ]| 

      Portal1[ gDebug, gEvent ]) 

    |[ gEvent ]| 

    ( Portal2[ gDebug, gEvent ] 

        |[ gEvent ]| 

      Portal3[ gDebug, gEvent])) 

   |[ gBusReset ]| 

   Topology [ gEvent, gBusReset] 

We can notice several characteristics from this sample structure code: Firstly each portal has its 

own debug channel which reports the current parameter of the portal itself; secondly the gEvent 

only resides on portal processes synchronize, not the topology process. This means that either 

gEvent!STABLE_TOPOLOGY occurs in the topology process alone, or gEvent! 

ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL occurs due to synchronization of all portal processes, and the 

topology process is not involved.  

The fairness property can be applied to describe our argument. One notion of fairness that can be 

easily encoded in the logic is the "fair reachability of predicates" defined by Queille and Sifakis 

[6]: a sequence is fair iff it does not infinitely often enable the reachability of a certain state 

without infinitely often reaching it. The property can be described as: Once the topology is in 

stable state, all portals may end in Normal states within several steps. In order to verify this 

property in EUCALYPTUS toolset, we must formalize our property in the format that the 

evaluator is able to recognize. The following formula expresses that after every stable topology 

(event "STABLE_TOPOLOGY"); all fair execution sequences will lead to the reception of the 

state (event "ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL") after a finite number of steps:  

[ true* . "GEVENT !STABLE_TOPOLOGY" . (not "GEVENT !ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL")* ] < 

(not "GEVENT !ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL")* . "GEVENT !ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL" > true 

The toolset will test every possible “stable topology” situation whether the property holds. The 

property file and the command line can be found in Appendix A. 

6.4 Experiment results  

The following tables list the experiment outputs that related in our project. As what has been 

categorized, there are two classifications in general: Two-bridge model and three-bridge model. 

For each prototype, the following tests are considered: 1) the state space generation; 2) finding 

deadlocks; 3) verifying property. Each sub-test is depicted in one separate table and the 

corresponding statistics information and final results are provided in a proper way. In order to 

make the reader have a clear impression of those tables, some detailed explanations and 

preconditions are introduced in next paragraph. 

� To be more specific, for state space generation experiment, the test result shown below is 

based on generating BCG file for one portal. For the same portal generation, some basic 

setups are fixed: the bound limitation, the data type library files and the LOTOS script. In 

order to make our test fruitful, different settings are implemented in our original model: The 

maximal number of topology changes ranges from 2 to infinity. In this way the limitation of 

the hardware can be estimated and help us understand the model in an insight way. Note that 
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the failure results are all caused by memory exhausting reason. 

� For finding deadlocks, two different depths are chosen in breadth first search method. In the 

real test stage, we tried some deeper depth like 500 or 1000, but it brought a huge amount of 

burden for the machine to finish, so we adopt the following depths and hope the result can be 

trusted to mean something for the total state space. 

� One property is verified for each model respectively, this correctness property is the only 

property that we verify for our concurrent net panic protocol. This property can testify the 

correctness of the protocol we are describing and simulating. If our model can pass this test 

then we have much more confidence to say that the specification of concurrent net panic 

protocol is correct and the protocol can be trust to work in most real life situations.   

� In each model example, there are three different tables: The first one is for state space 

generation test; the second one concludes the finding deadlocks result and the last table 

describes the property verification result. In the first table, the first column shows the 

conditions for the specific experiment. The experiment uses sequential/distributed method or 

compositional/non-compositional method or hide/full channel generation. The state space 

information shows the number of states/transitions. The approximate time gives the reader a 

basic idea of the consuming time. In the second table two depth variables are chosen and the 

memory storage/CPU time provides the accurate size/time that is used in the specific 

experiment. The format for the CPU time is “_d(day)_h(hour)_m(minute)_s(second)”. The 

third table indicates the information about property verification and the table variables are the 

same as table two. 

� For two bridges: 

MAXIMAL 

TOPOLOGY CHANGE 

MEMORY  

(APPROXIMATE) 

STATE SPACE 

INFORMATION 

TIME 

(APPROX

IMATE) 

SUCCEED? 

Any (Sequential 

Non-compositional 

generation) 

4 GB 11,735 states 

15,628 transitions 

279 labels 

Around 

2 days 

No 

Any (Sequential 

Compositional 

generation) 

2 GB 618 states 

16,062 transitions 

76 labels (per node) 

Around 

2 days 

Yes 

Any(Sequential 

Compositional Hide all 

but gEvent generation) 

4GB 2 states 

3 transitions 

3 labels 

Around 

2 hours 

Yes 

 

DEPTH OF BFS MEMORY CPU TIME SUCCEED 

200 2,884,425KB                  2h45m30s Yes 

100 77,580KB 11m59s Yes 

 

CORRECTNESS PROPERTY MEMORY CPU TIME SUCCEED 

Any topology change 

 Two-bridge model 

58,456KB 19m34s Yes 

Tab. 5. Test results for two-bridge model 
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� For three bridges: 

 

MAXIMAL 

TOPOLOGY CHANGE 

MEMORY 

(APPROXIMATE) 

STATE SPACE 

INFORMATION 

TIME 

(APPROX

IMATE) 

SUCCEED? 

Any (Sequential 

Compositional 

generation) 

4 GB 105,406 states 

2,319,449 transitions 

440 labels 

Around 3 

days 

No 

3 (Sequential 

Compositional 

generation) 

4 GB 101,080 states 

2,049,152 transitions 

284 labels 

Around 2 

days 

No 

2 (Sequential 

Compositional 

generation) 

4 GB No information is 

given from output 

Around 1 

day 

No 

Limited topology 

scenarios (3 topology 

changes, Sequential 

Compositional 

generation) 

4 GB 52 states 

3,932 transitions 

66 labels 

Around  

2 hours 

No 

Any (Distributed  

Compositional 

generation) 

2 GB 106,083 states 

2,367,516 transitions 

440 labels 

Around 

half day 

No 

3 (Distributed  

Compositional 

generation) 

2 GB No useful 

information is given 

from output 

Around 1 

day 

No 

2 (Distributed  

Compositional 

generation) 

2 GB N/A N/A N/A 

 

DEPTH OF BFS MEMORY CPU TIME SUCCEED 

200 913,504KB 13d6h54m32s No 

100 742,416KB 11d8h34m44s No 

 

CORRECTNESS PROPERTY MEMORY CPU TIME SUCCEED 

Any topology change 

Three-bridge model 

2,882,824KB 20h52m3s No 

3 topology change scenario 

Three-bridge model             

2,893,746KB Around 2 

days 

No 

 

Tab. 6. Test result for three-bridge model 
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7 Conclusions & Future work 

7.1 Conclusions 

The objectives of this project are to study the specification of IEEE 1394.1 concurrent net panic 

protocol, analyze and describe the behavior of the crucial part of the given protocol by using 

formal method and tools, evaluate and verify the properties and the correctness of the standard. 

After understanding the specifications we could construct the prototype of the protocol in two 

applicable fashions: The abstract and high-level shared variable description and the low-level 

close-to-implement description. After the requirement and analysis stages, we start to design the 

LOTOS code and compile the script so that the CADP toolset could simulate and model check our 

model. In our final experiment, some practical problems are met and solved by applying methods 

such as compositional/distributed generations. With the goal to check the correctness of the 

protocol and have some more insight understanding, we also verify the property and use 

visualization tools to view the state space from graphical point of view.  

The concurrent net panic protocol has been simulated for some specific small model in our report, 

the following conclusions are achieved: 

Firstly compared with sequential net panic version, the concurrent fashion of net panic protocol is 

a dense and small specification with easy-to-implement in practice and close-to-industry features. 

The most remarkable character of concurrent net panic protocol is its compactness and simplicity. 

But in some specific situation, the sequential version can be more efficient than concurrent one: 

For instance when the topology changes very often, because the sequential version will spread the 

panic message to all portals before changing back to initial mode, so the topology change will not 

affect the procedure so much. On the other hand, in the concurrent version the creation of a loop 

may cause the protocol to go around in the loop until it hits the maximum bound, hence it will cost 

more time to reset all portals.  

Secondly after finishing our experiment, we experience that it is hard to assess the behavior of one 

protocol with only simulation: When you try some sequences you may find that the model exhibits 

the proper behavior, but this cannot provide sufficient confidence. In our experiment, we generate 

the state space for two-bridge model and did not finish generating for the three-bridge case. 

However with the state space file, we cannot tell anything about the correctness or the quality of 

the protocol. In order to assess the protocol, we need to consider the verification step, in which 

some expected property is verified. So only in the verification step, the behavior of the protocol 

can be assessed in a scientific way and remaining errors can be found. 

Thirdly the verification is very quickly infeasible for some complicated cases. In order to check 

the correctness of the concurrent net panic protocol, we choose the minimum size of the bridges: 

Two bridge model. Within the hardware limitation, we succeed verifying the property that “From 

any topology situation, the panic message will send successfully and all connected portals will be 

in initial state”. However, when we add one more bridge into the same protocol, the verification 

becomes dramatically infeasible to finish. Although we introduce new efficiency generation 

methods to help reducing the probability of failure, the evaluation of the three-bridge case 

terminates because of the memory-exhausting problem. So the verification remains hard for 

complicated models. 

Finally we can conclude that no conclusion on overall correctness can be reached yet. The 
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correctness for the concurrent net panic protocol should be verified in all kinds of samples. We 

only verify the simplest two-bridge situation. We tried the three-bridge case, but the experiment 

terminates without completion, the same failure result can be predicted for four or five bridges. So 

we may not conclude any correctness result of the concurrent net panic protocol. On the other 

hand, the basic case (two-bridge sample) has been verified successfully and for the more 

complicated models, the basic idea does not change, what really change is that more calculations 

and possible transitions are increased obviously. Our two-bridge experiment already proves that 

the principle idea for concurrent net panic protocol is correct and the correctness property can be 

verified. Then with some certain confidence, we could say that the specification for concurrent net 

panic protocol is correct for any number of bridges from our inspection.    

7.2 Future work 

As we have already concluded, our experiments only succeed in verifying the correctness of the 

simplest case of IEEE 1394.1 concurrent net panic protocol, for the other situations, the 

calculation terminates to incomplete outputs with memory/CPU exhausting reason. What is 

needed to verify for this protocol remains to some more complicated models, such as four bridges. 

And also for some parts of the specification, we can enhance our simulation into more realistic 

situation, for instance, the number of topology change could be set to infinity. In fact those setups 

are the mandatory requirements for the industry standard; we cut them down just for the sake of 

increasing the feasibility of our generation. With some restriction about those requirements, we 

could verify if the property for the protocol holds in a reasonable and affordable way. For the 

complete and fully test in the future, more powerful improvements on the state space generation 

algorithms are needed.      
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Appendix A. Experiment Commands 

Finding deadlocks 

nohup/home/xhuo/bin/caesar.open_memtime -more /bin/cat -english –gc 

-indent Concurrent_Panic_Xing_3.lotos exhibitor -bfs -depth 200 

-verbose < deadlock.seq > & output_exhibitor.txt & 

 

Generate state space 

nohup caesar -more '/bin/cat' -english –gc Concurrent_Panic_Xing_3.lotos > & 

output_caesar.txt & 

 

Evaluate property 

nohup /home/xhuo/bin/caesar.open_memtime -more /bin/cat -english -gc -indent 

Concurrent_Panic_Xing_3.lotos evaluator -stat -diag evaluator.bcg property.mcl 

-verbose > & output_evaluator.txt & 

 

Property file 

[ true* . "GEVENT !STABLE_TOPOLOGY" . (not "GEVENT !ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL")* ] < 

(not "GEVENT !ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL")* . "GEVENT !ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL" > true 

 

GCF File 

 

connect_timeout=300 

rsh = ssh 

rcp = scp 

sb01 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb02 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb03 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb04 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb05 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb06 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb07 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb08 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb09 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb10 
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  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb11 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb12 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb13 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb14 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb15 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb16 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb17 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p0 

sb01 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb02 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb03 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb04 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb05 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb06 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb07 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb08 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb09 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb10 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb11 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb12 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb13 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb14 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb15 
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  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb16 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

sb17 

  directory=/local/xhuo/p1 

 

EXP file 

 

behaviour 

   ( 

   "top_b.bcg" 

   |[ gBusReset ]| 

   ( 

  par GBUS #2, gEvent, gBusReset, gBridge #2 in 

           "PORTAL_ID0.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID1.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID2.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID3.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID4.bcg" 

 || "PORTAL_ID5.bcg" 

  end par 

   ) 

   ) 

 

SVL files  

 

(The files used in all three approaches and limited topology change 

method in our state space generation experiments) 

 

--Concurrent_Panic_Xing_sequential_generation.svl (This svl file has been used 

in both 1
st
 and 2

nd
 generation approaches) 

  

% DEFAULT_LOTOS_FILE="Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.lotos" 

 

"top_b.bcg" = branching reduction of ROOT_TOPOLOGY ; 

"PORTAL_ID0.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID0  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID1.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID1  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID2.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID2  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID3.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID3  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID4.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID4  -|[gBusReset]| 
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"top_b.bcg" ); 

"PORTAL_ID5.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID5  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 

 

--Concurrent_Panic_Xing_distributed_merge_1st_step.svl (This svl file has been 

used in 3
rd
 generation approach) 

 

% DEFAULT_LOTOS_FILE="Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.lotos" 

 

(* assuming that the state spaces 

                                                                                 

 "top_b.bcg" = branching reduction of ROOT_TOPOLOGY ; 

 "PORTAL_ID0.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID0  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 "PORTAL_ID1.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID1  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 "PORTAL_ID2.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID2  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 "PORTAL_ID3.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID3  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

        "PORTAL_ID4.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID4  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

        "PORTAL_ID5.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID5  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 

have already been generated and minimized *) 

 

% exp.open -branching "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.exp" distributor 

cpanic_compositional.gcf "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg" 

 

 

--Concurrent_Panic_Xing_distributed_merge_2nd_step_sequentially.svl (This svl 

file has been used in 3
rd
 generation approach) 

 

% DEFAULT_LOTOS_FILE="Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.lotos" 

 

(* assuming that the state spaces 

                                                                                 

 "top_b.bcg" = branching reduction of ROOT_TOPOLOGY ; 

 "PORTAL_ID0.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID0  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 "PORTAL_ID1.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID1  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 
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 "PORTAL_ID2.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID2  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 "PORTAL_ID3.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID3  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

      "PORTAL_ID4.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID4  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

      "PORTAL_ID5.bcg" = branching reduction of ( PORTAL_ID5  -|[gBusReset]| 

"top_b.bcg" ); 

 

have already been generated and minimized *) 

 

 (* assuming that the partial parallel composition  

 

% exp.open -branching "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.exp" distributor 

cpanic_compositional.gcf "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg" 

  

has already been performed distributedly *) 

 

% bcg_merge "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.pbg" 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.bcg" 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.bcg" = branching reduction of 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial.bcg"; 

 

 

--Sequential_Topology_Changes.svl (This svl file has been used in limited topology 

scenarios generation approach) 

 

(* 

 * Sequential_Topology_Changes.svl 

 * Authors: Frederic Lang and Wendelin Serwe 

 * Date: Fri Jun 24 09:32:51 MEST 2005 

 *) 

 

% DEFAULT_LOTOS_FILE="Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial_3.lotos" 

 

(*  

 * if the parameter $1 is "user", then the interface correctness will be 

 * checked automatically (using the -interfaceuser options of Projector and 

 * Exp.Open) 

 *) 

 

% if [ "$1" = user ] 

% then 

% USERINTERFACE=-interfaceuser 
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% fi 

 

"top_b.bcg" = strong reduction of  

 generation of TWO_SEQUENTIAL_TOPOLOGY_CHANGES; 

 

(* 

 * computation of an overapproximation of the behaviour of "PORTAL_ID${I}" for  

 * every portal (${I} ranging from 0 to 5) using the "PORTAL_ID${I}_ABSTRACT" 

 * processes added to the specification 

 *) 

 

% for I in 0 1 2 3 4 5 

% do 

 

 "PORTAL_ID${I}.bcg" = strong reduction of  

  "PORTAL_ID${I}_ABSTRACT" -|[GBUSRESET]| "top_b.bcg"; 

 

% done 

 

(*  

 * generation of the exact portals; the generation ends with portals 1 and 0 

 * because 0 is larger than other portals since it is the only one initially 

 * in Panic mode and 1 is the coportal of 0; we exploit refined interface  

 * generation to constrain portals using the behaviour of both previously 

 * generated portals and abstract portals 

 *) 

  

% for I in 5 4 3 2 1 0 

% do 

 

%  echo 

%  echo "***************** generation of \"PORTAL_ID${I}\" *****************" 

 

 (* refined interface generation for PORTAL_ID${I} *) 

 

(* %  GENERATOR_OPTIONS="-monitor" *) 

(* %  PROJECTOR_OPTIONS="-monitor" *) 

 

 (* 

  * definition of the processes used for refined interface generation; 

  * the index of a process corresponds to its position in file 

  * "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial_2.exp", starting at 1 

  *) 
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% PORTAL_INDEX=`expr $I + 2` 

% case $PORTAL_INDEX in 

% 2) ENV="3 4 5";; 

% 3) ENV="2 4 5";; 

% 4) ENV="5 6 7";; 

% 5) ENV="4 6 7";; 

% 6) ENV="7";; 

% 7) ENV="6";; 

% esac 

 

% echo 

% echo "generation of refined interface \"interface_portal${I}.bcg\"" 

%  exp.open $USERINTERFACE -interface "$PORTAL_INDEX:1 $ENV" 

"Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial_2.exp" generator $GENERATOR_OPTIONS 

"interface_portal${I}.bcg" 

 

% bcg_info -size "interface_portal${I}.bcg" 

% echo 

 

% if [ "$USERINTERFACE" != "" ] 

% then 

 

  (* "$1" = "user" *) 

 

  (*  

   * we eliminate in the refined interface all actions containing 

   * the string ":FAIL:"; these actions were added by Projector 

   * in the exact "PORTAL_ID${I}.bcg" files already generated, 

   * as it was called with -interfaceuser option; these actions 

   * are useless in the interface 

   *) 

  "interface_portal${I}.bcg" = branching reduction of  

   total hide ":FAIL:.*" in "interface_portal${I}.bcg"; 

 

 

  (* 

   * generation of the exact portal restricted using the 

   * refined interface 

   *) 

  "PORTAL_ID${I}.bcg" = strong reduction of  

   total user abstraction "interface_portal${I}.bcg"  

   sync using "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial_2.sync" of  

    "PORTAL_ID${I}"; 
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% else 

 

  (* "$1" != "user" *) 

 

  (* 

   * generation of the exact portal restricted using the 

   * refined interface 

   *) 

  "PORTAL_ID${I}.bcg" = strong reduction of  

   total abstraction "interface_portal${I}.bcg"  

   sync using "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial_2.sync" of  

    "PORTAL_ID${I}"; 

 

% fi 

 

% done 

 

(*  

 * generation of the graph of the protocol; if "$USERINTERFACE" is set, then 

 * the correctness of interface abstractions is checked; if there is a problem, 

 * "Panic_Protocol.bcg" will have actions containing the ":FAIL:" string; in 

 * this case, SVL will issue a warning message 

 *) 

 

% EXPOPEN_OPTIONS="$USERINTERFACE" 

 

"Panic_Protocol.bcg" = strong reduction of generation of 

 "Concurrent_Panic_Xing_partial_3.exp"; 
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Appendix B. Concurrent Net Panic I/O Automaton Description 

INPUT:

Receive-Panic

   Input:

      Receive(j, Panic: bnd)  where i j k ( (portal portal ) (coportal =portal ))
b,i b,j b,j b',i

   Effect:

      if mode =Normal 
b,j

                    if coportal =portal
b,j b'

∃ ≠ ≠ ∧ ∧ ∨

→

bnd 1023    is_parent : true;
,i b,j

                                                                                       my_parent : i;
b,j

                                                              

∧ < → =

=

                         bound:=bnd+1;

                                                                                       k j portal : SendPanic[k]:=Queued;
b,k

                                       

∀ ≠ ∧

                                                SendPanic[COP] :=Bottom;

                                                                                       mode Panic;
b,j

                   [] porta

=

l portal                             is_parent :=true;
b,i b,j b,j

                                                                                       my_parent : EUI(i);
b,j

                             

∧ →

=

                                                          bound:=bnd;

                                                                                       i j portal : SendPanic[i]:=Bottom;
b,i

        

∀ ≠ ∧

                                                                               SendPanic[COP]:=Queued;

                                                                                       mode Pan
b,j

= ic;

                  fi

     [] mode =Panic 
b,j

                  if coportal =portal                            is_parent :=false;
b,j b',i b,j

                                                                                      

→

→

 my_parent : COP;
b,j

                                                                                       bound:=bnd;

                                                                                   

=

    k j portal : SendPanic[k]:=SendPanic[k];
b,k

                                                                                       SendPanic[COP]:=Bottom;

                                            

∀ ≠ ∧

                                           mode Panic;
b,j

                   [] portal portal                             is_parent :=false;
b,i b,j b,j

                                                    

=

∧ →

                                   my_parent : my_parent ;
b,j b,j

                                                                                       bound:=bnd;

                                        

=

                                               SendPanic[i]:=Bottom;

                                                                                       SendPanic[COP]:=SendPanic[COP];

                                                                                       mode =Panic;
b,j

                  [] ( SendPanic[i]:=Queued  SendPanic[COP]:=Queued)   mode =Ready;
b,j

                  fi

     [

¬ ∧ ¬ →

] mode =Ready  All parameters keep the same;
b,j

     fi

→
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Receive-Normal

   Input:

      Receive(j, Normal)   where i j k ( (portal portal ) (coportal =portal ))
b,i b,j b,j b',i

   Effect:

      is_parent :=false;
b,j

      my_parent : COP;
b,j

      bound:=bnd;

      mod

∃ ≠ ≠ ∧ ∧ ∨

=

e Normal;
b,j

=

 

OUTPUT:

 Send-Panic

    Precondision:

        mode Panic
b,j

      SendPanic[i]:=QUEUED     where i j ( (portal portal ) (coportal =portal ))
b,i b,j b,j b',i

   Effect:

       SendPanic[i] IsSent;

       SendMsg

=

∃ ≠ ∧ ∧ ∨

=

(j,Panic: bound);

 Send-Normal

    Precondision:

       mode Ready
b,j

       mode = Ready                  where i j (coportal =portal )
b',i b,j b',i

       my_parent : COP
b,j

       SendNormal[i]:=QUEUED     

 

=

∃ ≠ ∧

=

   Effect:

       SendNormal[i] IsSent;

       SendMsg(j,Normal);

=

 

b,j

b,j

b,j

BUS-RESET

Execute-BusReset

    Precondition:

    Effect:

        if mode Normal Ready

                           Skip;

        [] mode Panic  

                           if my_parent =nil i : i j : Se

= ∨ →

= →

→ ∀ ≠

b,j

b,j b,j

b,j

ndPanic[i]:=Queued;

                           if my_parent =portal SendPanic[COP]:=Queued;

                           if my_parent =COP i: portal : SendPanic[i]:=Queued;

        fi  

→

→ ∀

 

b,j

b,j

b,j

HELPER-FUNCTIONS

Start-Panic-at first portal:

   Precondition:

     mode Normal

     Panic 

   Effect:

     Is_parent true;

     bound=1;

     i : i j:SendPanic[i]:=Queued;

     mode Panic;

=

=

∀ ≠

=
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b,j

b,j b,j

b,i b,j b,j b',i

SendPanic

    Precondition:

      mode Panic

      is_parent  =true my_parent nil

      i j ( (portal portal ) (coportal =portal )):

                   SendPanic[i]=Queued

    Effect:

   

=

∧ =

∀ ≠ ∧ ∧ ∨

b,j

b,j

   i: SendPanic[i]=IsSent SendPanic[i]=Bottom;

      mode Panic;

Done-with-SendPanic

     Precondition:

      mode Panic

      i: SendPanic[i]=IsSent SendPanic[i]=Bottom

    Effect:

      i: coporta

∃ ∨

=

=

∀ ∨

∀ b,j b',i

b,j

l =portal : SendNormal[i]=Queued;

      mode Ready;=

 

b,j

b,j b',i b,j b',i

b,i

b,j

b,j

Done-with-SendNormal

  Precondition:

     mode Ready

     i: coportal =portal my_parent : portal

     mode Ready

   Effect:

     my_parent : nil;

     is_parent : false;

     i: SendPa

=

∃ ∧ =

=

=

=

∀ b,jnic[i]=Bottom mode =Normal;∧
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Appendix C. Concurrent Net Panic LOTOS Description 

ConcurrentProtocol.f 

#define CAESAR_ADT_EXPERT_F 5.0 

 

#include "X_BOOLEAN.h" 

#include "X_NATURAL.h" 

 

ConcurrentProtocol.t 

#define CAESAR_ADT_EXPERT_T 5.0 

 

#include "X_BOOLEAN.h" 

#include "X_NATURAL.h" 

 

CONCURRENTDATATYPES.lib 

 

(* =========================== Basic =============================== *) 

 

type EVENT is Boolean 

  sorts EVENT 

  opns STABLE_TOPOLOGY       (*! constructor *) : -> EVENT 

        ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL    (*! constructor *) : -> EVENT 

endtype 

 

type IdType is Boolean (* concrete id on the bus *) 

   sorts IdType 

   opns ID0 (*! constructor *) : -> IdType 

         ID1 (*! constructor *) : -> IdType 

         ID2 (*! constructor *) : -> IdType 

         ID3 (*! constructor *) : -> IdType 

         ID4 (*! constructor *) : -> IdType 

         ID5 (*! constructor *) : -> IdType 

         _==_ : IdType, IdType -> Bool 

         _<>_ : IdType, IdType -> Bool 

         _eq_ : IdType, IdType -> Bool 

         _ne_ : IdType, IdType -> Bool 

         _>_  : IdType, IdType -> Bool 

 

   eqns forall x, y: IdType 

      ofsort Bool 

         x == x = true; 

         x == y = false; (* assuming priority *) 

      ofsort Bool 

         x <> y = not(x == y); 
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      ofsort Bool 

         x > x = false; 

         ID0 of IdType > y = false; (* assuming priority *) 

         ID1 of IdType > ID0 of IdType = true; 

         ID1 of IdType > y = false; 

         ID2 of IdType > ID0 of IdType = true; 

         ID2 of IdType > ID1 of IdType = true; 

         ID2 of IdType > y = false; 

         ID3 of IdType > ID4 of IdType = false; 

         ID3 of IdType > ID5 of IdType = false; 

         ID3 of IdType > y = true; 

         ID4 of IdType > ID5 of IdType = false; 

         ID4 of IdType > y = true; 

         ID5 of IdType > y = true; 

 

      ofsort Bool 

         x eq y = x == y; 

      ofsort Bool 

         x ne y = x <> y; 

 

endtype (* IdType *)    

 

type BoundType is Boolean  (* special type for bound of bridges *) 

     sorts  BoundType 

     opns zero  (*! constructor *): -> BoundType 

           one   (*! constructor *): -> BoundType 

       two   (*! constructor *): -> BoundType 

           three (*! constructor *): -> BoundType 

           four  (*! constructor *): -> BoundType 

           Max_bus : ->BoundType 

           inc  : BoundType -> BoundType 

           _==_ : BoundType, BoundType -> Bool 

           _<>_ : BoundType, BoundType -> Bool 

           _eq_ : BoundType, BoundType -> Bool 

           _ne_ : BoundType, BoundType -> Bool 

           _<_  : BoundType, BoundType -> Bool 

 

         

     eqns forall x, y:BoundType      

      ofsort BoundType 

          Max_bus = four; 

          inc(zero) = one; 

          inc(one) = two; 

          inc(two) = three; 
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          inc(three) = four; 

          inc(four) = zero; 

      

      ofsort Bool 

         x == x = true; 

         x == y = false;  

 

      ofsort Bool 

         x <> y = not(x == y); 

 

      ofsort Bool 

         x < x = false; 

         four < y = false; (* assuming priority *) 

         three < four = true; 

         three < y = false; 

         two < zero = false; 

         two < one = false; 

         two < y = true; 

         one < zero = false; 

         one < y = true; 

         zero < y = true; 

 

      ofsort Bool 

         x eq y = x == y; 

 

      ofsort Bool 

         x ne y = x <> y; 

 

endtype (* BoundType *)          

 

type ParType is IdType, Boolean (* special type for parent ID *) 

   sorts ParType 

   opns NIL (*! constructor *) : -> ParType (* abstract ref for none *) 

         COP (*! constructor *) : -> ParType  (* abstract ref for bridge *) 

         ID0 (*! constructor *) : -> ParType  (* concrete id on the bus *) 

         ID1 (*! constructor *) : -> ParType 

         ID2 (*! constructor *) : -> ParType 

         ID3 (*! constructor *) : -> ParType 

         ID4 (*! constructor *) : -> ParType 

         ID5 (*! constructor *) : -> ParType 

         _==_ : ParType, ParType -> Bool 

         _<>_ : ParType, ParType -> Bool 

         _eq_ : ParType, ParType -> Bool 

         _ne_ : ParType, ParType -> Bool 
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         _>_  : ParType, ParType -> Bool 

 

 par2id : ParType -> IdType (* necessary for casting constants *) 

 id2par : IdType -> ParType (* necessary for casting constants *) 

 

   eqns forall x, y: ParType 

      ofsort Bool 

         x == x = true; 

         x == y = false; (* assuming priority *) 

      ofsort Bool 

         x <> y = not(x == y); 

      ofsort Bool 

         x > x = false; 

         x > NIL of ParType = true; 

         x > COP of ParType = false; 

         NIL of ParType > y = false; 

         COP of ParType > y = false; 

         ID0 of ParType > y = false; 

         ID1 of ParType > ID0 of ParType = true; 

         ID1 of ParType > y = false; 

         ID2 of ParType > ID1 of ParType = true; 

         ID2 of ParType > ID0 of ParType = true; 

         ID2 of ParType > y = false; 

         ID3 of ParType > ID4 of ParType = false; 

         ID3 of ParType > ID5 of ParType = false; 

         ID3 of ParType > y = false; 

         ID4 of ParType > ID5 of ParType = false; 

         ID4 of ParType > y = true; 

         ID5 of ParType > y = true; 

  

      ofsort Bool 

         x eq y = x == y; 

      ofsort Bool 

         x ne y = x <> y; 

 

      ofsort IdType 

  par2id(ID0 of ParType) = ID0 of IdType; 

  par2id(ID1 of ParType) = ID1 of IdType; 

  par2id(ID2 of ParType) = ID2 of IdType; 

  par2id(ID3 of ParType) = ID3 of IdType; 

      par2id(ID4 of ParType) = ID4 of IdType; 

      par2id(ID5 of ParType) = ID5 of IdType; 

  par2id(NIL of ParType) = ID5 of IdType; (* unused *) 

  par2id(COP of ParType) = ID5 of IdType; (* unused *) 
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      ofsort ParType 

  id2par(ID0 of IdType) = ID0 of ParType; 

  id2par(ID1 of IdType) = ID1 of ParType; 

  id2par(ID2 of IdType) = ID2 of ParType; 

  id2par(ID3 of IdType) = ID3 of ParType; 

      id2par(ID4 of IdType) = ID4 of ParType; 

      id2par(ID5 of IdType) = ID5 of ParType; 

 

endtype (* ParType *)    

 

type MsgVal is Boolean 

   sorts MsgVal 

   opns MsgVal_Bottom (*! constructor *), 

         MsgVal_Queued (*! constructor *), 

         MsgVal_IsSent (*! constructor *) : -> MsgVal 

         MsgValOperations : Bool, MsgVal, MsgVal -> MsgVal 

         _==_ : MsgVal, MsgVal -> Bool 

         _<>_ : MsgVal, MsgVal -> Bool 

 

   eqns forall v1, v2: MsgVal 

        ofsort Bool 

           v1 == v1 = true; 

           v1 == v2 = false; (* assuming priority *) 

        ofsort Bool 

           v1 <> v2 = not(v1 == v2); 

        ofsort MsgVal 

           MsgValOperations (TRUE, v1, v2) = v1; 

           MsgValOperations (FALSE, v1, v2) = v2; 

 

endtype (* MsgVal *) 

 

type ModeType is Boolean 

   sorts ModeType 

   opns Mode_Normal    (*! constructor *), 

         Mode_Panic     (*! constructor *), 

         Mode_Ready     (*! constructor *) : -> ModeType 

        _==_ : ModeType, ModeType -> Bool 

         _<>_ : ModeType, ModeType -> Bool 

 

   eqns forall m1, m2: ModeType 

        ofsort Bool 

           m1 == m1 = true; 

           m1 == m2 = false; (* assuming priority *) 
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        ofsort Bool 

           m1 <> m2 = not(m1 == m2); 

 

endtype (* ModeType *) 

 

type PckType is Boolean 

   sorts PckType 

   opns Pck_Normal (*! constructor *), 

         Pck_Panic  (*! constructor *) : -> PckType 

        _==_ : PckType, PckType -> Bool 

        _<>_ : PckType, PckType -> Bool 

 

   eqns forall p1, p2: PckType 

         

        ofsort Bool 

           p1 == p1 = true; 

           p1 == p2 = false; (* assuming priority *) 

        ofsort Bool 

           p1 <> p2 = not(p1 == p2); 

 

endtype (* PckType *) 

 

(* ================================================================= *) 

 

(* =========================== IdList ============================== *) 

 

type IdList is Boolean, IdType 

   sorts IdList 

   opns 

      IdList_t (*! constructor *) : Bool, Bool, Bool, Bool, Bool, BOOL -> IdList 

      {}     : -> IdList 

      Add    : IdType, IdList -> IdList 

      Remove : IdType, IdList -> IdList 

      First  : IdList -> IdType 

      _IsIn_          : IdType, IdList  -> Bool 

      _NotIn_         : IdType, IdList  -> Bool 

      _Union_         : IdList, IdList -> IdList 

      _Minus_         : IdList, IdList -> IdList 

      _eq_            : IdList, IdList -> Bool 

      _ne_            : IdList, IdList -> Bool 

      _le_            : IdList, IdList -> Bool 

      _gt_            : IdList, IdList -> Bool 

      First_in_Bus : IdType, IdList -> Bool 

      Last_in_Bus : IdType, IdList -> Bool 
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   eqns forall i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, j0, j1, j2, j3, j4, j5: Bool, 

                 id_t : IdType, 

                 s, t: IdList 

   ofsort IdList 

     {} = IdList_t( false, false, false, false, false, false ); 

   ofsort IdList 

     Add(ID0 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(true,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5); 

     Add(ID1 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,true,j2,j3,j4,j5); 

     Add(ID2 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,true,j3,j4,j5); 

     Add(ID3 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,true,j4,j5); 

     Add(ID4 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,true,j5); 

     Add(ID5 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,true); 

 

   ofsort IdList 

     Remove(ID0 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(false,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5); 

     Remove(ID1 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,false,j2,j3,j4,j5); 

     Remove(ID2 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,false,j3,j4,j5); 

     Remove(ID3 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,false,j4,j5); 

     Remove(ID4 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,false,j5); 

     Remove(ID5 of IdType,IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,false); 

   ofsort IdType 

     First(IdList_t(true,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = ID0 of IdType; 

     First(IdList_t(false,true,j2,j3,j4,j5)) = ID1 of IdType; 

     First(IdList_t(false,false,true,j3,j4,j5)) = ID2 of IdType; 

     First(IdList_t(false,false,false,true,j4,j5)) = ID3 of IdType; 

     First(IdList_t(false,false,false,false,true,j5)) = ID4 of IdType; 

     First(IdList_t(false,false,false,false,false,true)) = ID5 of IdType; 

     First(IdList_t(false,false,false,false,false,false)) = ID5 of IdType; (* 

unused *) 

   ofsort Bool 

     (* IsIn *) 
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     ID0 of IdType IsIn IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = j0; 

     ID1 of IdType IsIn IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = j1; 

     ID2 of IdType IsIn IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = j2; 

     ID3 of IdType IsIn IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = j3; 

     ID4 of IdType IsIn IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = j4; 

     ID5 of IdType IsIn IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = j5; 

   ofsort Bool 

     id_t NotIn s = not(id_t IsIn s); 

   ofsort IdList 

     IdList_t(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,i5) Union IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) =  

       IdList_t(i0 or j0, i1 or j1, i2 or j2, i3 or j3, i4 or j4, i5 or j5 ); 

   ofsort IdList 

     IdList_t(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,i5) Minus IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = 

       IdList_t(i0 and not(j0), i1 and not(j1), i2 and not(j2), i3 and not(j3), 

i4 and not(j4), i5 and not(j5)); 

   ofsort Bool 

     IdList_t(i0,i1,i2,i3,i4,i5) eq IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = 

       ((((((i0 eq j0) and (i1 eq j1)) and (i2 eq j2)) and (i3 eq j3)) and (i4 eq 

j4)) and (i5 eq j5)); 

   ofsort Bool 

     s ne t = not(s eq t); 

   ofsort Bool 

     IdList_t(true,i1,i2,i3,i4,i5) le IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = true; 

     IdList_t(false,true,i2,i3,i4,i5) le IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = not(j0); 

     IdList_t(false,false,true,i3,i4,i5) le IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = not(j0 

or j1); 

     IdList_t(false,false,false,true,i4,i5) le IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = 

not(j0 or (j1 or j2)); 

     IdList_t(false,false,false,false,true,i5) le IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = 

not(j0 or ((j1 or j2) or j3)); 

     IdList_t(false,false,false,false,false,true) le 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = not(j0 or (((j1 or j2) or j3) or j4)); 

     IdList_t(false,false,false,false,false,false) le 

IdList_t(false,false,false,false,false,false) = true; 

     IdList_t(false,false,false,false,false,false) le 

IdList_t(j0,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5) = false; (* assuming priority *) 

     s gt t = not(s le t); 

      

   ofsort Bool 

     (* Assuming priority *) 

     First_in_Bus(ID0 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = i0; 

     First_in_Bus(ID1 of IdType, IdList_t(false, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = i1; 

     First_in_Bus(ID1 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     First_in_Bus(ID2 of IdType, IdList_t(false, false, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = i2; 
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     First_in_Bus(ID2 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     First_in_Bus(ID3 of IdType, IdList_t(false, false, false, i3, i4, i5)) = i3; 

     First_in_Bus(ID3 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     First_in_Bus(ID4 of IdType, IdList_t(false, false, false, false, i4, i5)) 

= i4; 

     First_in_Bus(ID4 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     First_in_Bus(ID5 of IdType, IdList_t(false, false, false, false, false, i5)) 

= i5; 

     First_in_Bus(ID5 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

 

     Last_in_Bus(ID5 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = i5; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID4 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, false)) = i4; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID4 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID3 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, false, false)) = i3; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID3 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID2 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, false, false, false)) = i2; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID2 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID1 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, false, false, false, false)) = 

i1; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID1 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID0 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, false, false, false, false, false)) 

= i0; 

     Last_in_Bus(ID0 of IdType, IdList_t(i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5)) = false; 

endtype (* IdList *) 

 

(* ================================================================= *) 

 

(* ========================= IdOperations ========================== *) 

 

type IdOperations is IdType, Boolean 

   opns Panic       : IdType -> BOOL 

         Coportal_ID : IdType -> IdType 

 

   eqns forall id: IdType 

 

   ofsort BOOL 

      (* Panic *) 

      Panic(ID0 of IdType) = true;     (* Panic(0) = true; *) 

      Panic(id) = false;    (* Panic(5) = false; *) 

 

   ofsort IdType 

      (* Coportal_ID *) 

      Coportal_ID(ID0 of IdType) = ID1 of IdType;    (* Coportal_ID(0) = 1; *) 

      Coportal_ID(ID1 of IdType) = ID0 of IdType;    (* Coportal_ID(1) = 0; *) 
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      Coportal_ID(ID2 of IdType) = ID3 of IdType;    (* Coportal_ID(2) = 3; *) 

      Coportal_ID(ID3 of IdType) = ID2 of IdType;    (* Coportal_ID(3) = 2; *) 

      Coportal_ID(ID4 of IdType) = ID5 of IdType;    (* Coportal_ID(4) = 5; *) 

      Coportal_ID(ID5 of IdType) = ID4 of IdType;    (* Coportal_ID(5) = 4; *) 

       

endtype (* IdOperations *) 

 

(* ================================================================= *) 

 

(* ============================ MsgList ============================ *) 

 

type MsgList is MsgVal 

   sorts MsgList 

   opns MsgList_t (*! constructor *) : MsgVal, MsgVal, MsgVal, MsgVal , MsgVal, 

MsgVal -> MsgList 

        {} : -> MsgList 

   eqns 

      ofsort MsgList 

         {} of MsgList = MsgList_t (MsgVal_Bottom, MsgVal_Bottom, MsgVal_Bottom, 

MsgVal_Bottom, MsgVal_Bottom, MsgVal_Bottom); 

 

endtype (* MsgList *) 

 

(* ================================================================= *) 

 

(* ====================== MsgListOperations ======================== *) 

 

type MsgListOperations is 

   IdType,MsgVal,MsgList,IdList,Natural,Boolean 

   opns SetMsg : IdType, MsgVal, MsgList -> MsgList 

         SetMsgList : IdList, MsgVal, MsgList -> MsgList 

         ClearMsg : -> MsgList 

         Count_MsgVal : MsgVal, MsgVal -> Nat 

         Count_MsgValList : MsgVal, MsgList -> Nat 

         Not_Queued : MsgVal -> BOOL 

         Not_Queued : MsgList -> BOOL 

   eqns 

      forall new_mv, mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5 : MsgVal, 

              i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5 : Bool, 

              myid : IdType 

      ofsort MsgList 

         (* SetMsg *) 

         SetMsg (ID0 of IdType, new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) 

= MsgList_t (new_mv, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5); 
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         SetMsg (ID1 of IdType, new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) 

= MsgList_t (mv0, new_mv, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5); 

         SetMsg (ID2 of IdType, new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) 

= MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, new_mv, mv3, mv4, mv5); 

         SetMsg (ID3 of IdType, new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) 

= MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, new_mv, mv4, mv5); 

         SetMsg (ID4 of IdType, new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) 

= MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, new_mv, mv5); 

         SetMsg (ID5 of IdType, new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) 

= MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, new_mv); 

 

      ofsort MsgList 

         (* SetMsgList *) 

         SetMsgList (IdList_t (i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5), new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, 

mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = MsgList_t ( MsgValOperations (i0, new_mv, mv0), 

MsgValOperations (i1, new_mv, mv1), MsgValOperations (i2, new_mv, mv2), 

MsgValOperations (i3, new_mv, mv3), MsgValOperations (i4, new_mv, mv4), 

MsgValOperations (i5, new_mv, mv5)); 

      ofsort MsgList 

         (* ClearMsg *) 

         ClearMsg = {} of MsgList; 

      ofsort Nat 

         (* Count_MsgVal *) 

         (new_mv <> mv0) => 

            Count_MsgVal (new_mv, mv0) = 0 of Nat; 

         (new_mv == mv0) => 

            Count_MsgVal (new_mv, mv0) = 1 of Nat; 

 

      ofsort Nat 

         (* Count_MsgValList *) 

         Count_MsgValList (new_mv, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = 

((Count_MsgVal (new_mv, mv0) + Count_MsgVal (new_mv, mv1)) + (Count_MsgVal (new_mv, 

mv2) + Count_MsgVal (new_mv, mv3)) + (Count_MsgVal (new_mv, mv4) + Count_MsgVal 

(new_mv, mv5))); 

 

      ofsort BOOL 

         (* Not_Queued *) 

         Not_Queued (mv0) = (mv0 <> MsgVal_Queued); 

         (* Not_Queued *) 

         Not_Queued (MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = (Not_Queued (mv0) 

and Not_Queued (mv1) and Not_Queued (mv2) and Not_Queued (mv3) and Not_Queued 

(mv4) and Not_Queued (mv5)); 

endtype 
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(* MsgListOperations *) 

type MsgOperations is 

   MsgList,IdType,MsgVal,PckType 

   opns MsgValue : IdType, MsgList -> MsgVal 

   eqns 

      forall pck : PckType, 

              mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5 : MsgVal 

      ofsort MsgVal 

         (* MsgValue *) 

         MsgValue (ID0 of IdType, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = mv0; 

         MsgValue (ID1 of IdType, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = mv1; 

         MsgValue (ID2 of IdType, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = mv2; 

         MsgValue (ID3 of IdType, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = mv3; 

         MsgValue (ID4 of IdType, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = mv4; 

         MsgValue (ID5 of IdType, MsgList_t (mv0, mv1, mv2, mv3, mv4, mv5)) = mv5; 

endtype (* MsgOperations *)   

 

(* ================================================================= *) 

 

(* ========================== Topology ============================= *) 

 

type Topology is Boolean, IdList 

  (* Topology is an ordered tuple of IdList, where the order is lexicographic 

     such that true precedes false, hence e.g. 

     IdList_t(true,false,true,false,false,false) precedes 

IdList_t(false,true,false,false,false,false)  

     IdList_t(false,true,false,false,false,false) precedes 

IdList_t(false,false,true,false,false,false)  

     All operations (Add and Remove) must respect the ordering 

   *) 

   sorts Topology  

   opns 

      Topology_t (*! constructor *) : IdList, IdList, IdList, IdList , IdList, 

IdList -> Topology 

      {}        : -> Topology 

      Add       : IdList, Topology  -> Topology 

      RemoveBus : IdType, Topology  -> Topology 

   eqns 

     forall x, y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5:IdList, 

             i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5: Bool,  

id: IdType 

     ofsort Topology 

       {} = Topology_t( {} of IdList, {} of IdList, {} of IdList, {} of IdList, 

{} of IdList, {} of IdList ); 
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     ofsort Topology 

     (* Add: put new bus at first place where it fits due to the ordering, 

              shift other buses to the right (last bus is then empty anyway *) 

       (* assuming priority *) 

       (x le y0) => Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(x,y0,y1,y2,y3,y4); 

       (x le y1) => Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,x,y1,y2,y3,y4); 

       (x le y2) => Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,x,y2,y3,y4); 

       (x le y3) => Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,x,y3,y4); 

       (x le y4) => Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,x,y4); 

       (x le y5) => Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,x); 

 

       Add(x, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5); 

 

     ofsort Topology 

     (* RemoveBus: remove bus of argument id out of topology, assuming 

              that the id is present in exactly one bus, shift the other buses 

              to the left (shift in empty bus) *) 

       (id IsIn y0) =>  

         RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,{} of IdList); 

       (id IsIn y1) =>  

         RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y2,y3,y4,y5,{} of IdList); 

       (id IsIn y2) =>  

         RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y3,y4,y5,{} of IdList); 

       (id IsIn y3) =>  

         RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y4,y5,{} of IdList); 

       (id IsIn y4) =>  

         RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y5,{} of IdList); 

       (id IsIn y5) =>  

         RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,{} of IdList); 

 

       RemoveBus(id, Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5)) = 

Topology_t(y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5); (*assuming priority *) 
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endtype (* Topology *) 

 

(* ================================================================= *) 

 

(* ===================== TopologyOperations ======================== *) 

 

type TopologyOperations is Topology, IdType, IdList, Boolean 

   opns InitTopology    : -> Topology 

         SameBus         : IdType, IdType, Topology -> BOOL 

         GetBus          : IdType, Topology -> IdList 

 

   eqns forall i1, i2: IdType,  

               y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5: IdList, 

               li: IdList, t: Topology 

 

        (*  

           InitTopology for three bridges:  

 

              0:1----2:3 

                |  _/  |  

                 \/    | 

                  4:5--/ 

 

           list: { {0, {}}, {1, 2, 4, {}}, {3, 5, {}}, {} }  

           tuple: ((true,false,false,false,false,false), 

                   (false,true,true,false,true,false), 

                   (false,false,false,true,false,true), 

                   (false,false,false,false,false,false), 

                   (false,false,false,false,false,false), 

                   (false,false,false,false,false,false)) 

        *) 

(* 

           Add(   Add( ID0, {} ) , 

           Add(   Add( ID1, Add( ID2, Add( ID4, {} ))) , 

           Add(   Add( ID3, Add( ID5, {} )) , 

                       {}  

                   ))); 

*) 

         

    ofsort Topology 

      (* note: Topology is an ordered list of IdList, in the lexicographic 

         order where true < false, and the following initial value must respect 

         this ordering! *) 

        InitTopology =  
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           Topology_t( IdList_t( true, false, false, false, false, false), 

                       IdList_t(false, true, true, false, true, false), 

                       IdList_t(false, false, false, true, false, true), 

                       IdList_t(false, false, false, false, false, false), 

                       IdList_t(false, false, false, false, false, false), 

                       IdList_t(false, false, false, false, false, false) 

                     ); 

 

    ofsort BOOL 

      (* SameBus *) 

      SameBus(i1, i2, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) =  

        (((i1 IsIn y0) and (i2 IsIn y0)) or ((i1 IsIn y1) and (i2 IsIn y1))) or  

        (((i1 IsIn y2) and (i2 IsIn y2)) or ((i1 IsIn y3) and (i2 IsIn y3))) or 

        (((i1 IsIn y4) and (i2 IsIn y4)) or ((i1 IsIn y5) and (i2 IsIn y5))); 

 

    ofsort IdList 

      (* GetBus *) 

      i1 IsIn y0 => GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = y0; 

      i1 IsIn y1 => GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = y1; 

      i1 IsIn y2 => GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = y2; 

      i1 IsIn y3 => GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = y3; 

      i1 IsIn y4 => GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = y4; 

      i1 IsIn y5 => GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = y5; 

 

      GetBus(i1, Topology_t(y0, y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)) = {} of IdList; (* assume 

priority *) 

 

endtype (* TopologyOperations *) 

 

(* ================================================================ *) 

 

(* =======================ConditionFunctions======================= *) 

 

type Condition_Functions is Boolean, Natural, IdType, ParType, PckType, ModeType, 

MsgVal, MsgList, BoundType, IdOperations 

   opns  

        Cond_Ignore_Bus                   : IdType, IdType, IdType -> BOOL 

 

        Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus         : IdType, IdType, PckType-> BOOL 

 

        Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal    : IdType, IdType, PckType -> BOOL 

 

        Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Bus        : IdType, IdType, PckType -> BOOL 
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        Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal   : IdType, IdType, PckType -> BOOL 

 

        Cond_Send_Normal_on_Coportal      : IdType, IdType, ParType, 

                                            PckType -> BOOL 

 

        Cond_Send_Panic_on_Bus            : IdType, IdType, PckType,  

                                            MsgVal, BoundType, BoundType -> BOOL 

 

        Cond_Send_Panic_on_Coportal       : IdType, IdType, PckType, 

                                            MsgVal, BoundType, BoundType -> BOOL 

 

   eqns forall myid, recvid, sendid : IdType, 

               myparent : ParType, 

               msgpck : PckType, 

               mymode : ModeType, 

               msgv : MsgVal, 

               bound, newbound : BoundType 

 

   ofsort BOOL 

       (* Cond_Ignore_Bus *) 

       Cond_Ignore_Bus(myid, recvid, sendid) =  

        ((recvid <> myid) and (sendid <> myid)); 

       (* rest of condition on ack not necessary: this is enforced by sender 

          and receiver already *) 

 

      (* Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus *) 

      Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(myid, recvid, msgpck) =  

      ((recvid == myid) and (msgpck == Pck_Panic)); 

         

      (* Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal *) 

      Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(myid, recvid, msgpck) = 

      ((recvid == myid) and (msgpck == Pck_Panic)); 

       

      (* Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Bus *) 

      Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Bus(myid, recvid, msgpck) = 

        ( (recvid == myid) and (msgpck == Pck_Normal)); 

 

      (* Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal *) 

      Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal(myid, recvid, msgpck) = 

        ( (recvid == myid) and (msgpck == Pck_Normal)); 

 

      (* Cond_Send_Panic_on_Coportal *) 

      Cond_Send_Panic_on_Coportal(myid, recvid, msgpck, msgv, newbound, bound) 

= 
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        ( (recvid == Coportal_ID(myid)) and ((msgpck == Pck_Panic) 

         and ((msgv == MsgVal_Queued) and (newbound == bound)))); 

   

      (* Cond_Send_Normal_on_Coportal *) 

      Cond_Send_Normal_on_Coportal(myid, recvid, myparent, msgpck) = 

        ( (recvid == Coportal_ID(myid of IdType)) and ((myparent==COP of ParType) 

and ((msgpck == Pck_Normal)))); 

  

      (* Cond_Send_Panic_on_Bus *) 

      Cond_Send_Panic_on_Bus(myid, sendid, msgpck, msgv, newbound, bound) = 

        ( (sendid == myid) and ((msgpck == Pck_Panic)  

         and ((msgv == MsgVal_Queued)and (newbound == bound)))); 

 

 endtype (* ConditionFunctions *) 

 

(* ================================================================ *) 

 

(* ==================== LOTOS Specification ======================= *) 

 

File name: Concurrent_Panic_Xing_3.lotos 

 

specification CompleteSystem 

              [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

              : noexit 

 

(* which libraries to include depends on which datatypes to use  

   - list versus tuple (the latter allows compositional state space generation  

   - original versus Judi  

   - original versus debug (for informative self-loops per state)  

   - all components needed: 

     Basic, Id_, Msg_, Top_, IdInit, Cond  

     where _ may be List or Tuple  

     (coming from total lib files RESETDATATYPES_LISTS, _TUPLES, and _JUDI) 

*) 

 

(* Libraries: original, tuple, debug: 

library X_Boolean, X_Natural, PanicDataTypes_Basic_Debug, 

  PanicDataTypes_IdTuple, PanicDataTypes_MsgTuple, PanicDataTypes_TopTuple, 

  PanicDataTypes_IdInit, PanicDataTypes_Cond 

endlib *) 

(* Libraries: original, list: 

library X_Boolean, X_Natural, PanicDataTypes_Basic, PanicDataTypes_IdList, 

  PanicDataTypes_MsgList, PanicDataTypes_TopList, PanicDataTypes_IdInit, 

  PanicDataTypes_Cond 
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endlib *) 

(* Libraries: Judi, list: 

library X_Boolean, X_Natural, PanicDataTypes_Basic_Judi, 

  PanicDataTypes_IdList_Judi, PanicDataTypes_MsgList_Judi, 

  PanicDataTypes_TopList, PanicDataTypes_IdInit, PanicDataTypes_Cond_Judi 

endlib *) 

(* Libraries: Judi, tuple: *) 

library X_Boolean, X_Natural, PanicDataTypes_Basic_Judi, 

  PanicDataTypes_IdTuple_Judi, PanicDataTypes_MsgTuple_Judi, 

  PanicDataTypes_TopTuple, PanicDataTypes_IdInit, PanicDataTypes_Cond_Judi 

endlib  

 

behaviour CompleteSystem[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

 

where  

 

process CompleteSystem[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

 (  

    ( 

      ( 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

        (ID0 of IdType, GetBus(ID0 of IdType, InitTopology)) 

      |[ gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ]| 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

        (ID1 of IdType, GetBus(ID1 of IdType, InitTopology)) 

      ) 

   |[ gEvent, gBus, gBusReset ]| 

      ( 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

        (ID2 of IdType, GetBus(ID2 of IdType, InitTopology)) 

      |[ gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ]| 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

        (ID3 of IdType, GetBus(ID3 of IdType, InitTopology)) 

      ) 

   ) 

   |[ gEvent, gBus, gBusReset ]| 

      ( 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

        (ID4 of IdType, GetBus(ID4 of IdType, InitTopology)) 

      |[ gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset ]| 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] 

        (ID5 of IdType, GetBus(ID5 of IdType, InitTopology)) 

      ) 

   ) 
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   |[ gBusReset ]| 

   Topology[gEvent, gBusReset](InitTopology,3) 

 

   where 

 

   process NO_TOPOLOGY_CHANGE : noexit := 

      stop 

   endproc 

 

   process ONE_SEQUENTIAL_TOPOLOGY_CHANGE [gEvent, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (true, true, true, false, true, false) !IdList_t (false, 

false, false, false, false, false); (* merge 0 and 124 *) 

      gEvent !STABLE_TOPOLOGY; 

               stop 

   endproc 

 

   process TWO_SEQUENTIAL_TOPOLOGY_CHANGES [gEvent, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (true, true, true, false, true, false) !IdList_t (false, 

false, false, false, false, false); (* merge  0 and 124 *) 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (true, true, false, false, false, false) !IdList_t (false, 

false, true, false, true, false); (* split the 0124 into 01 and 24 *) 

      gEvent !STABLE_TOPOLOGY; 

               stop 

   endproc 

 

  process THREE_SEQUENTIAL_TOPOLOGY_CHANGES [gEvent, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (true, true, true, false, true, false) !IdList_t (false, 

false, false, false, false, false); (* merge  0 and 124 *) 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (true, true, false, false, false, false) !IdList_t (false, 

false, true, false, true, false); (* split the 0124 into 01 and 24 *) 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (true, true, false, false, false, false) !IdList_t (false, 

false, false, false, false, false); (* no change *) 

      gBusReset !IdList_t (false, false, false, true, false, false) !IdList_t 

(false, false, false, false, false, true); (* split the 35 into 3 and 5 *) 

      gEvent !STABLE_TOPOLOGY; 

               stop 

   endproc 

 

   process Topology[gEvent, gBusReset](topo: Topology, max_changes: Nat) : 

noexit := 

      ( 

         (* Going to split/merge a bus *) 

         [max_changes > 0] -> 

           ( choice x1: IdType [] 
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             ( [First_in_Bus(x1, GetBus(x1, topo)) 

               and not(Last_in_Bus(x1, GetBus(x1,topo)))] -> (* to Split *) 

               ( BusSplit[gEvent, gBusReset](Remove(x1, GetBus(x1, topo)), 

                     Add(x1, {} of IdList), {} of IdList, RemoveBus(x1,topo), 

                     max_changes-1) 

               ) 

               []  

               ( choice x2: IdType [] 

                 ( [(First_in_Bus(x1, GetBus(x1,topo)) and (x2 > x1)) 

                    and First_in_Bus(x2, GetBus(x2, topo)) ] -> (* to Merge *) 

                   (* already not(SameBus(x1, x2, topo)) holds *) 

                   ( gBusReset!(GetBus(x1, topo) Union GetBus(x2, topo))!{} of 

IdList;  

                     Topology[gEvent, gBusReset](Add((GetBus(x1,topo) Union  

                         GetBus(x2,topo)), RemoveBus(x1,RemoveBus(x2,topo))), 

                         max_changes-1) 

                   ) 

                 ) 

               ) 

               []  

               ( [First_in_Bus(x1, GetBus(x1,topo))] -> (* no change *) 

                   ( gBusReset!GetBus(x1, topo)!{} of IdList;  

                     Topology[gEvent, gBusReset](topo,max_changes) 

                   ) 

               ) 

             ) 

           ) 

         [] 

           ( 

              gEvent!STABLE_TOPOLOGY ; stop 

           ) 

       ) 

 

      where 

       

   process BusSplit[gEvent, gBusReset](old: IdList, new1: IdList, new2: IdList,  

         topo: Topology, max_changes:Nat) : noexit := 

      (* One bus with n portals may be split in (2^(n-1))-1 unique ways into two 

         buses new1 and new2, as follows: 

         1. the first portal is put into new1 

         i. each next non-last portal is non-deterministically put into new1  

            or new2 

         n. if new2 is still empty, the last portal is put into new2, 

            otherwise the last portal is non-deterministically put into new1  
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            or new2 

         When BusSplit is called by Topology, step 1. has already been done, 

         the bus to be split has already been taken out of topo, 

         and max_changes has already been decremented 

      *) 

         ( 

            [old eq {} of IdList] ->  

            ( 

               gBusReset!new1!new2 ;  

               Topology[gEvent, 

gBusReset](Add(new1,Add(new2,topo)),max_changes) 

            ) 

         [] [(old ne {} of IdList)] -> 

            ( let j:IdType=First(old) 

              in (([not((new2 eq {} of IdList)and Last_in_Bus(j,old))] -> 

                     BusSplit[gEvent, gBusReset](Remove(j,old), Add(j,new1), new2, 

topo, max_changes) 

                   ) 

                  []  

                     BusSplit[gEvent, gBusReset](Remove(j,old), new1, Add(j,new2), 

topo, max_changes) 

                 ) 

            ) 

         ) 

   endproc (* BusSplit *) 

 

   endproc (* Topology *) 

 

   process Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: idType, bus_list: 

IdList)  

      : noexit := 

      ( 

         [Panic(my_id)] -> (* Panic on Bus -> Start_Panic_on_Bus_by_Panic *) 

         ( 

             PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, NIL of ParType, 

MsgVal_Queued, 

                SetMsgList(Remove(my_id,bus_list), MsgVal_Queued, {} of 

MsgList),bus_list, zero) 

         ) 

      []  

         [not(Panic(my_id))] -> (* No Panic -> NormalMode *) 

         ( 

             NormalMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, bus_list) 

         ) 
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      ) 

 

      where 

 

      process NormalMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType,  

         bus_list: IdList) : noexit := 

       (      

            (* NormalMode, message with bound over gBus *) 

            ( 

             gBus?recv_id:IdType?send_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?bound:BoundType 

                  [  

                    (recv_id <> send_id) and 

                    (  

                      Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                    ) 

                  ] 

               ; 

                   PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                      id2par(send_id), MsgVal_Queued, ClearMsg, bus_list, bound) 

            ) 

          [] 

            (* NormalMode, message with bound over gBridge *) 

              ( 

               gBridge?recv_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?bound:BoundType 

                  [  

                    Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                  ] 

                 ; 

                 ( 

                    [(bound<Max_bus)] -> 

                    ( 

                      PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                         COP of ParType, 

MsgVal_Bottom,SetMsgList(Remove(my_id,bus_list), 

                         MsgVal_Queued,ClearMsg), bus_list,inc(bound)) 

                    ) 

               [] 

                  [ (bound==Max_bus)] -> 

                  ( 

                    ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                       COP of ParType, bus_list)  

                  ) 

               ) 

             ) 
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          []  

            (* ProcessBusReset *) 

            ( 

               ProcessBusReset[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                 Mode_Normal, NIL of ParType, MsgVal_Bottom, {} of MsgList, bus_list, 

zero) 

            ) 

          [] 

            (* All_Portals_In_Normal_Mode *) 

            ( 

               gEvent!ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL ;  

               NormalMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, bus_list) 

            ) 

       )  

     endproc (* NormalMode *) 

       

      process PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType,  

              my_parent: ParType, MsgBridge: MsgVal, MsgBus: MsgList,  

              bus_list: IdList, bound: BoundType) : noexit := 

         ( 

          [not(Not_Queued(MsgBridge) and Not_Queued(MsgBus))] -> 

          ( 

            (* PanicMode, message with bound over gBus *) 

            ( 

         gBus?recv_id:IdType?send_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?newbound:BoundType  

                  [ 

                    (recv_id <> send_id)  

                    and 

                    ( (Cond_Send_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, send_id,  

                             msg_pck, MsgValue(recv_id, MsgBus), newbound, bound) 

                      ) 

                      or  

                      Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                    ) 

                  ] 

               ; 

               (  

                   [Cond_Send_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, send_id,  

                          msg_pck, MsgValue(recv_id, MsgBus),newbound, bound) 

                   ] ->  

                   (  

                    PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                       my_parent, MsgBridge, SetMsg(recv_id,MsgVal_IsSent,MsgBus), 

bus_list, bound) 
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                    ) 

                [] 

                   [Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)] ->  

                   (  

                    PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                       my_parent, MsgBridge, SetMsg(send_id,MsgVal_Bottom,MsgBus), 

bus_list, bound) 

                   ) 

               ) 

            ) 

          [] 

            (* PanicMode, message with bound over gBridge *) 

            ( 

               gBridge?recv_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?newbound:BoundType 

                  [ 

                    (Cond_Send_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck, 

MsgBridge, newbound, bound) and Not_Queued(MsgBus)) 

                    or 

                    Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                  ] 

               ; 

               ( 

                 [Cond_Send_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck, MsgBridge, 

newbound, bound) and Not_Queued(MsgBus) ] -> 

                   ( 

                     PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                        my_parent, MsgVal_IsSent, MsgBus, bus_list, bound) 

                   ) 

               [] 

                 [Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)] ->  

                   ( 

                     PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                        COP of ParType, MsgVal_Bottom, MsgBus, bus_list, bound) 

                   ) 

               )  

            ) 

          [] 

          (* PanicMode, message without bound over gBridge *)  

          ( 

              gBridge?recv_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType 

                [Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)]; 

                      ( 

                     PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                        my_parent, MsgBridge, MsgBus, bus_list, bound) 
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                      )    

           ) 

          []  

            (* ProcessBusReset *) 

            ( 

               ProcessBusReset[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

Mode_Panic,  

                 my_parent, MsgBridge, MsgBus, bus_list, bound) 

            )    

         ) 

         []  

           (* Done_with_SendPanic *) 

          [Not_Queued(MsgBridge) and Not_Queued(MsgBus)] -> 

          ( 

            ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                      my_parent, bus_list) 

          ) 

        ) 

      endproc (* PanicMode *) 

 

      process ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType,  

         my_parent: ParType, bus_list: IdList) : noexit := 

         ( 

            (* ReadyMode, message without bound over gBridge *) 

            ( 

               gBridge?recv_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType 

                  [ 

                    Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                    or 

                    Cond_Send_Normal_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, my_parent, 

msg_pck) 

                  ] 

               ; 

               ( 

               NormalMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, bus_list) 

               ) 

            ) 

          [] 

             (* ReadyMode, message with Bound over gBus *)  

                ( 

             gBus?recv_id:IdType?send_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?bound:BoundType 

                   [ (recv_id <> send_id) and 

                     Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus (my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                   ] 
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                ;    

                (  

                    ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, my_parent, 

bus_list) 

                ) 

             ) 

          [] 

             (* ReadyMode, message with Bound over gBridge *) 

             (  

                 gBridge?recv_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?bound:BoundType 

                   [ Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)]; 

                (  

                    ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, my_parent, 

bus_list) 

                ) 

             ) 

          [] 

             (* ProcessBusReset *) 

             ( 

               ProcessBusReset[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

Mode_Ready, my_parent, MsgVal_Bottom, ClearMsg, bus_list, zero) 

             ) 

          ) 

 

      endproc (* ReadyMode *) 

 

      process ProcessBusReset[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType,  

        mode: ModeType, my_parent: ParType, MsgBridge: MsgVal, MsgBus: MsgList, 

bus_list: IdList, bound : BoundType) : noexit := 

         ( 

          gBusReset?involved1:IdList?involved2:IdList; 

          ( 

             [(my_id IsIn involved1)] -> 

             ( 

               BusReset_NewBus[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                 mode, my_parent, MsgBridge, MsgBus, involved1, bound) 

             ) 

          [] [(my_id IsIn involved2)] -> 

             ( 

               BusReset_NewBus[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                 mode, my_parent, MsgBridge, MsgBus, involved2, bound) 

             ) 

          [] [(my_id NotIn involved1) and (my_id NotIn involved2)] -> 

             ( 
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               Ignore_BusReset[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

                 mode, my_parent, MsgBridge, MsgBus, bus_list, bound) 

             ) 

          ) 

         ) 

      endproc (* ProcessBusReset *) 

 

      process BusReset_NewBus[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType,  

        mode: ModeType, my_parent: ParType,  

        MsgBridge: MsgVal, MsgBus: MsgList, newbus: IdList, bound: BoundType) : 

noexit := 

        ( 

           [( (my_parent <> NIL of ParType) and (my_parent <> COP of ParType))  

            and (par2id(my_parent) NotIn newbus)] ->  

           ( 

            BusReset_NewBus[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, mode,  

               NIL of ParType, MsgBridge, MsgBus, newbus, bound) 

           ) 

        []  

           [( (my_parent == NIL of ParType) or (my_parent == COP of ParType) 

            ) or (par2id(my_parent) IsIn newbus)] -> 

           ( 

             [mode == Mode_Normal] ->  

             ( 

              NormalMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, newbus) 

             ) 

           [] 

             [ mode == Mode_Panic ] -> 

             ( 

                [my_parent == NIL of ParType] -> 

                ( 

                 PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                    my_parent, MsgBridge, (* keep co-portal info! *) 

                    SetMsgList(Remove(my_id,newbus),MsgVal_Queued,ClearMsg), 

                    newbus, bound) 

                ) 

                [] [my_parent == COP of ParType] -> 

                ( 

                 PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                    my_parent, MsgBridge, (* keep co-portal info! *) 

                    SetMsgList(Remove(my_id,newbus),MsgVal_Queued,ClearMsg), 

                    newbus, bound) 

                ) 

                [] [((my_parent<>NIL of ParType) and (my_parent<>COP of ParType)) 
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                    and (par2id(my_parent) IsIn newbus)] -> 

                ( 

                 PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

                    my_parent, MsgBridge, (* keep co-portal info! *) 

                    ClearMsg, newbus, bound) 

                )              

            ) 

          [] 

              [mode == Mode_Ready ] -> 

              ( 

                ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus ,gBridge, gBusReset] 

                 (my_id, my_parent, newbus) 

              )           

           ) 

         ) 

      endproc (* BusReset_NewBus *) 

 

      process Ignore_BusReset[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType, 

mode: ModeType, my_parent: ParType, MsgBridge: MsgVal, MsgBus: MsgList, bus_list: 

IdList, bound: BoundType) : noexit := 

       ( 

           [mode == Mode_Normal] -> 

           ( 

            NormalMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, bus_list) 

           ) 

           [] [mode == Mode_Panic] -> 

           ( 

            PanicMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

               my_parent, MsgBridge, MsgBus, bus_list, bound) 

           ) 

           [] [mode == Mode_Ready] -> 

           ( 

            ReadyMode[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id,  

               my_parent, bus_list) 

           ) 

       ) 

      endproc (* Ignore_BusReset *) 

 

   endproc (* Portal *) 

 

   (* auxiliary processes for compositional generation *) 

 

   (*  

    * each process P_Abstract defines an overapproximation of the behaviour of 
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    * P; they are obtained by omitting some parameters and replacing every  

    * boolean sub-expression built using one of the omitted parameters by 

    * TRUE; these processes are used to generate refined interfaces to restrict 

    * the behaviour of portals 

    *) 

 

   process Portal_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id : IdType) : 

noexit := 

      ( 

         [Panic(my_id)] -> 

            PanicMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id, NIL of 

ParType, zero) 

         [] 

         [not(Panic(my_id))] -> 

            NormalMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id) 

      ) 

   endproc 

 

   process NormalMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: IdType) : 

noexit := 

      ( 

         gBus?recv_id:IdType?send_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?bound:BoundType 

            [  

              (recv_id <> send_id)  

and 

              Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

            ]; 

            PanicMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

id2par(send_id), bound) 

         [] 

         gBridge?recv_id:IdType?msg_pck:PckType?bound:BoundType 

            [Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)]; 

            ( 

               [bound < Max_bus] -> 

                  PanicMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, COP 

of ParType, inc(bound)) 

            [] 

               [bound = Max_bus] -> 

                  ReadyMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, COP 

of ParType) 

            ) 

         [] 

         ProcessBusReset_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

Mode_Normal, NIL of ParType, zero) 
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         [] 

         gEvent!ALL_PORTALS_NORMAL;  

            NormalMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id) 

      ) 

   endproc 

 

   process PanicMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id : IdType, 

my_parent: ParType, bound: BoundType) : noexit := 

      ( 

       gBus ?recv_id:IdType ?send_id:IdType ?msg_pck:PckType ?newbound:BoundType 

            [ 

               (recv_id <> send_id)  

               and 

                  ( 

                     Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

                     or 

                     ((send_id == my_id) and (msg_pck == Pck_Panic) and (newbound 

== bound)) 

                  ) 

            ]; 

               PanicMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id, 

my_parent, bound) 

         [] 

         gBridge ?recv_id:IdType ?msg_pck:PckType ?newbound:BoundType 

            [ 

               ((recv_id == Coportal_ID(my_id)) and (msg_pck == Pck_Panic) and 

               (newbound == bound)) 

               or 

               Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

            ]; 

            ( 

               [(recv_id == Coportal_ID(my_id)) and (msg_pck == Pck_Panic) and 

(newbound == bound)] -> 

                  PanicMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id, 

my_parent, bound) 

               [] 

               [Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)] -> 

                  PanicMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id, COP 

of ParType, bound) 

            ) 

         [] 

         gBridge ?recv_id:IdType ?msg_pck:PckType  

            [Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)]; 

            PanicMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id, 
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my_parent, bound) 

         [] 

            ProcessBusReset_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

Mode_Panic, my_parent, bound) 

         [] 

            ReadyMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

my_parent) 

      ) 

   endproc 

 

   process ReadyMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id: IdType, 

my_parent: ParType) : noexit := 

      ( 

         gBridge ?recv_id:IdType ?msg_pck:PckType  

            [ 

               Cond_Receive_Normal_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)  

               or 

               Cond_Send_Normal_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, my_parent, msg_pck) 

            ]; 

            NormalMode_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id) 

         [] 

         gBus ?recv_id:IdType ?send_id:IdType ?msg_pck:PckType ?bound:BoundType 

            [ 

(recv_id <> send_id)  

              and  

Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Bus(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck) 

]; 

            ReadyMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

my_parent) 

         [] 

         gBridge ?recv_id:IdType ?msg_pck:PckType ?bound:BoundType 

            [Cond_Receive_Panic_on_Coportal(my_id, recv_id, msg_pck)]; 

            ReadyMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

my_parent) 

         [] 

         ProcessBusReset_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

Mode_Ready, my_parent, zero) 

      )       

   endproc 

 

   process ProcessBusReset_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id: 

IdType, mode: ModeType, my_parent: ParType, bound : BoundType) : noexit := 

      ( 

         gBusReset?involved1:IdList?involved2:IdList; 
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            ( 

               [(my_id IsIn involved1) or (my_id IsIn involved2)] -> 

                  BusReset_NewBus_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, 

gBusReset](my_id, mode, my_parent, bound) 

               [] 

               [(my_id NotIn involved1) and (my_id NotIn involved2)] -> 

                  Ignore_BusReset_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, 

gBusReset](my_id, mode, my_parent, bound) 

            ) 

      ) 

   endproc 

 

   process BusReset_NewBus_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id: 

IdType, mode: ModeType, my_parent: ParType, bound : BoundType) : noexit := 

      ( 

         [(my_parent <> NIL of ParType) and (my_parent <> COP of ParType)] -> 

            BusReset_NewBus_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] (my_id, 

mode, NIL of ParType, bound) 

         [] 

         [mode == Mode_Normal] -> 

            NormalMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id) 

         [] 

         [mode == Mode_Panic] -> 

            PanicMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, my_parent, 

bound) 

         [] 

         [mode == Mode_Ready ] -> 

            ReadyMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 

my_parent) 

      ) 

   endproc 

 

   process Ignore_BusReset_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id: 

IdType, mode: ModeType, my_parent: ParType, bound: BoundType) : noexit := 

      ( 

         [mode == Mode_Normal] -> 

            NormalMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id) 

         [] 

         [mode == Mode_Panic] -> 

            PanicMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, my_parent, 

bound) 

         [] 

         [mode == Mode_Ready] -> 

            ReadyMode_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](my_id, 
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my_parent)         

      ) 

   endproc (* Ignore_BusReset *) 

 

   endproc (* Portal *) 

 

 

(* auxiliary processes for compositional generation *) 

 

   process ROOT_TOPOLOGY [gEvent, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Topology[gEvent, gBusReset](InitTopology, 3) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID0 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID0 of IdType, GetBus(ID0 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID1 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID1 of IdType, GetBus(ID1 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID2 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID2 of IdType, GetBus(ID2 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID3 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID3 of IdType, GetBus(ID3 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID4 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID4 of IdType, GetBus(ID4 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID5 [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID5 of IdType, GetBus(ID5 of IdType, 

InitTopology)) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID0_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 
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      PORTAL_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID0 of IdType) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID1_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID1 of IdType) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID2_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal_Abstract[gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID2 of IdType) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID3_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID3 of IdType) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID4_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID4 of IdType) 

   endproc 

 

   process PORTAL_ID5_ABSTRACT [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset] : noexit := 

      Portal_Abstract [gEvent, gBus, gBridge, gBusReset](ID5 of IdType) 

   endproc 

 

endproc (* CompleteSystem *) 

 

endspec (* CompleteSystem *) 

 

(* ================================================================== *) 
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